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B

Serial Communications
This appendix explains how to communicate with Dimension II Series 8705,
8725 controllers, via an RS-232 or RS-422 serial link, from a terminal or host
computer. All parameters needed for terminal or network mode communications are described.

Communications Overview
Serial communications capability is available to link Dimension II units with
a terminal or a host computer. The following topics are discussed in this
appendix:
• Communication types
• Data access methods
Communication types refer to handshaking techniques that permit communication to occur. Data access refers to the methods by which Dimension II data
can be viewed or changed.
The two communication types available for Dimension II are:
• Terminal mode
• Network mode
A selection for Serial I/O exists and is only used with the Dimension Custom
Logic and Control (CLC) option. Use of the Serial I/O selection is described in
the Dimension Custom Logic and Control manual.
In the terminal mode, a simple X-on/off handshaking procedure may, at the
user’s option, be used for data transfer. If used, this handshaking is enabled
and disabled on a dedicated Dimension II communications screen. In the
network mode (also called Data Link Control, or DLC), data is transferred in
blocks, and ASCII control characters are used to regulate data flow.
Important: Network mode may be used only with a host computer.
Terminal mode can be used by either a host computer or a terminal.
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I/O
RS 422
RS 232

RS-422
COMMUNICATIONS
PORT
1 1- RECEIVE+
2 2-RECIEVE3 3-TRANSMIT+
4 4-TRANSMIT5 5-SHIELD
RS-232
COMMUNICATIONS
PORT

WDT

1
2
3

1- RECEIVE
2-TRANSMIT
3-COMMON

L
H

DIG. I/O

I

ANALOG OUTPUTS

SHIELD

ANALOG INPUTS

RS-422/RS-232 Communications

RS-422 Communications Port
This (4-pin for 8705, 6-pin for 8725) terminal block connector can be
used to connect Dimension II to a supervisory PC. Dimension II
communication functions are described in Appendix B.

RS-232 Communcations Port
This digitial communications (3-pin for 8705,9 pin for 8725) terminal
block connector port can be used for general-purpose RS-232 pointto-point communications. Dimension II communications functions
are described in Appendix B.
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Shield Connection
Note: The following shield connection procedure is
recommended for typical Dimension II applications.
However, different connection procedures may be
required in order to match a particular operating
environment or host computer.
Use of the SHIELD connection minimizes pickup of electrical noise by the
communications wiring.
The communications cable used for RS-422 connections should include a metal
sheath. This metal sheath is called the “shield.” The shield surrounds the
communications wires to keep out electrical interference.
In most cases, the shield functions best if DC current flow in the shield is
blocked and AC voltages are effectively drained to ground. This is best
achieved as follows:
1.

To block DC current in the shield, connect the shield directly to chassis
ground at the host computer and nowhere else.

2.

To drain AC voltages to ground, connect the shield to the SHIELD terminal,
which is connected to chassis ground through a capacitor (see Fig. B–4).

3.

In a distributed network, connect the cable shield to chassis ground of the
host computer and to the SHIELD terminal of each Dimension II.

Fig. B–2.
SHIELD terminal wiring
diagram
DIMENSION II
SHIELD
TERMINAL
CAPACITOR
CHASSIS
GROUND

B-4

HOST COMPUTER
SHIELD
WIRE
CHASSIS
GROUND
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Terminal Mode
Terminal mode is a simple handshaking technique that, at the user’s option,
allows a terminal or a host computer to control the data flow from Dimension
II by using two ASCII control characters: X-on and X-off. Table B–1 illustrates
different methods of documenting these control characters.

Table B–1. Dimension X-on/X-off Control Characters
Type

X-on

X-off

ASCII Name

DC1

DC3

HEX Number

11

13

Decimal Number

17

19

When Dimension II receives an X-off character, it stops transmitting characters
through the communication port. The controller remains in this state until it
receives an X-on character, at which time it resumes transmission.
The X-on/off characters are the only special control characters used for terminal mode communication. A station address or checksum is not required.
When a computer terminal is connected to Dimension II and is set for terminal
mode, the X-on character is usually Control Q (press the Control key and then,
while holding down the Control key, also press Q). The X-off character is
usually Control S (press the Control key and, while holding down the Control
key, also press S). Under most circumstances, a terminal does not need a
software driver because most terminals have built-in X-on/off communications.
Control S and Control Q are the only two control characters that are needed once
the terminal is connected to the controller.
Fig. B–5 illustrates the communication sequence for a message exchanged using
X-on/off communications.

Software Drivers
Most host computers have terminal drivers that support X-on/off. If not, the
Network Mode topic on page B-9 contains the information needed to write a
software driver using the network mode.
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Fig. B–3.
Terminal Mode (X-on/off)
Communications
Sequences

Terminal
or
Host
Computer
Computer
processes
data

1

(cr)

PRINT SP(1);SP(2);SP(3);SP(4)

^^111.1^^222.2
3
3

2

X-OFF

Idle

X-ON
(cr)

^^333.3^^444.4^^555.5

5

4

PRINT RO(1);RO(2);
X-OFF

Idle

X-ON

7

Dimension

RO(3);RO(4);RO(5)
(Remainder of message)

6
6

Dimension
processes
data

(cr)

8
9

9

X-OFF

Idle

X-ON
^55.5
^
(cr)

(cr)

10

= 1 space
= carriage return

Error Checking
Terminal mode does not use error checking. The terminal or computer assumes that data is valid even if an error occurs during transmission. Error
codes, however, are generated by Dimension II for items such as syntax errors
and number errors. (See Error Messages in this appendix.)
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Setting Up the Terminal Mode
Set up Dimension II terminal mode as follows:
1.

With the unit in the “FULL” access mode, use the diamond key to access
the Communications Configuration screen shown in Fig. B–6.

2.

Use the diamond key to select the 232_Port Configuration screen for
RS-232 communications or 422_Port Configuration screen for RS-422
communications.

3.

Use the knob to select the PROTOCOL field.

4.

Select TERMINAL mode (no error checking).

5.

Ignore the network address setting (network mode only), but set all other
variables on the Communications Configuration screen to match the
configuration of the terminal or host computer.

Fig. B–4.
Communications
Configuration Screen.

Important: When the echo mode is enabled, all characters sent
to the controller except X-on/off are immediately sent back to the
terminal or computer. When using terminal mode, select the echo
mode for terminals but not for computers.

TA088002-001

6.

Hardware handshake is not supported with Dimension II. Set this parameter to DISABLE.

7.

With the controller set for WARMSTRT, remove AC power from
Dimension II.

8.

Check that the host computer or terminal is powered up and electrically
connected to the controller.
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9.

Apply AC power to the controller. The controller performs its startup
routines, after which the terminal or host computer displays:
Dimension II terminal mode v3.0
(c) 1993 Research Inc.

Note: If there is no response on your terminal or host computer
following step 9, it is possible that the settings given do not work
with your application. Try other baud rates and settings, making
sure that the settings on the Dimension II Communications
Setup screen are also set on your terminal or computer.
Test the terminal mode by entering the following message at the terminal
or computer keyboard:
PR TD

(press ENTER or RETURN)

Response: 13:47:03 (current time)
If an error number appears rather than a number as a response to the
command, refer to table B–5 in this appendix to identify the error that
occurred.

Terminal Mode Data Access
Once the terminal mode is established on Dimension II, the system variable
data access method can be used as described under SYSTEM VARIABLE DATA
ACCESS in this appendix.

Network Mode
Network mode (DLC) is a more advanced communication protocol intended for
use with a host computer. This mode defines the sequence and format for
communication with Dimension II and consists of request and response messages, which are framed by control characters. These messages are transmitted
as an entire block. If equipped with a user-developed software driver that
understands the selected protocol, the computer dictates when Dimension II
transmits blocks of characters. Communication is always initiated by the
computer; at no time can Dimension II transmit unless the host computer
requests data to be transmitted.
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Software Driver
When using a host computer in the network mode, a software driver must be
running on the host computer. The following topics explain how the protocol
operates, and this information can be used to write a software communications
driver for a host computer. Host software products are also available from
Research, Inc.

Setting Up the Network Mode
Set up Dimension II network mode as follows:
1.

With the unit in the “FULL” access mode, use the diamond key to access
the Communications Configuration screen shown in Fig. B–6.

2.

Use the diamond key to select the 232_Port Configuration screen for
RS-232 communications or 422_Port Configuration screen for RS-422
communications.

3.

Use the knob to select the PROTOCOL field.

4.

Select NETWORK mode (error checking used).

5.

Use the knob to select the NET_ADDR field.

6.

Select a network address number (01–99) for the controller. (This address
is used only with NETWORK selected and must be unique.)

7.

Set other variables on the Communications Setup screen to match the
configuration of the host computer. (Note that X-ON/OFF, Handshke
and ECHO have no effect in the network mode.)

8.

With the controller set for WARMSTRT, remove AC power from Dimension II.

9.

Check that the host computer is powered up and electrically connected to
Dimension II.

10.

Connect AC power to Dimension II. No response is displayed in either
the Dimension II or the host computer. Dimension II simply performs its
normal startup routines.

11.

To test whether the network mode is set up correctly, start your software
driver or run the ‘DRIVER’ program found on the JumpStart II diskette:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

On your computer, change to the JUMPII directory.
Type ‘DRIVER’ <CR>.
Select the COM port you are connected to.
Select the station address.
Select 2 seconds for Character Timeout.
Set “caps lock” ON on your keyboard.
At the Comnd: prompt, enter PR TD and press return.
Response: XX:XX:XX the Time of Day
H. Enter ! to end program or @ to start over.
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If an error number appears rather than a number as a response to the command, refer to table B–5 in this appendix to identify the error that occurred.
Note: If there is no response on your host computer following step 11, the
settings given may not work with your application. Try other baud rates and
settings, making sure that the settings on the Dimension II Communications
Setup screen are also set to match your computer. Remember, the Dimension II
AC power must be cycled off and on with the Dimension II in Warm Start for
communications changes to take effect.

Network Mode Request and Response Messages
Two types of messages are used with network mode protocol: request messages and response messages. The host computer initiates request messages;
the controller answers with response messages. The controller always generates
one message in response to a request message from the host computer. Both
message types require ACK/NAK handshaking control characters for proper
operation.
Network Mode Control Characters – Special handshaking control characters frame

the messages between the computer and Dimension II. The five control characters used in Dimension II serial communication are:
STX

(Start of TeXt: used to begin a request or response message)

ETX

(End of TeXt: used to end a request or response message)

ENQ (ENQuiry: to prompt a response message from the controller)
ACK (ACKnowledge: to verify proper communication)
NAK (Not-AcKnowledge: to verify improper communication)

See table B–3 for the numeric equivalents of these characters.
Note: Control characters may NOT be used in the
station address or data field portions of a message.
Network Mode Communication Sequence – Fig. B–7 illustrates the communication
sequence for a message between a host computer and Dimension II. Each
communication begins with the transmission of a request message from the
computer to Dimension II, which then transmits either an ACK or a NAK control
character back to the computer. An ACK confirms that the request message has
been received without error. A NAK indicates that an error occurred and the
request message should be retransmitted.
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Fig. B–5.
Dimension II Serial
Communications
Message Sequence

Request Message

1

ACK (or NAK)

HOST
COMPUTER

2

DIMENSION

ENQ

3

Response Message

4

ACK (or NAK)

5

Once the request from the computer has been acknowledged, the controller is
ready to transmit the response message. To request the response, the computer
transmits an ENQ control character, upon receipt of which the controller transmits the response message and then waits for an ACK or NAK from the computer. If the controller receives a NAK, it automatically retransmits its response
message up to four times. After the fourth NAK, the controller enters an idle
state, waiting for another STX.
Once a response message is received and acknowledged by the computer,
Dimension II is ready to receive another request message.

Network Mode Request and Response Message
Formats
Both request and response messages follow the same general format, as illustrated in Fig. B–8. The only difference is the structure of the data field. The
following paragraphs explain in detail each element of the format.
Fig. B–6.
Dimension II Serial
Communications
Request Message
Format

Optional Space
Station
Address

Data Field

Checksum

STX<01> PRINT SP(1) ETXF2
Start of Text
Control Character

Command
Required
Space

End of Text
Control Character
Data Message

5165
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In the example of a message format shown in Fig. B–8, the checksum (F2) is
calculated with the two optional spaces. If one optional space were removed
from the message, the checksum would be D2; if both optional spaces were
removed, the checksum would be B2.
Start of Text – The STX control character begins any request or response message. If communication with the controller is interrupted, a new STX must be
sent by the computer to reestablish communication. An STX at any time during

communication cancels the communication in progress and begins a new
message sequence.

Station Address – A station address must be included in all request and response
messages. Station addresses must be enclosed by brackets and be two digits
long, e.g. <01>, <09>, <14>, etc. Spaces are not allowed between STX and
the station address.

The station address for each controller is set using the Dimension II Communications Setup screen NET_ADDR field. Valid addresses are 00 through 99,
even though only 31 stations may be used by an RS-422 network at a time.
Request Message Data Field – A request message requires that a command and a
data message follow the station address. The request message format requires
a space between the command characters and the data message (e.g. between
PRINT and SP(1) in Fig. B–8).
Commands – The command is one of the two elements in the request message

data field (Fig. B–8). There are five valid commands: PRINT, LET, LI (LIST),
STAG and CTAG. The command determines whether the data message will
monitor (PRINT) a system variable, change (LET) a system variable, display
(LIST) all permissible parameters, show a display tagname (STAG) for a system
variable, or change a display tagname (CTAG) for a system variable. If a
command is not specified, LET is assumed. The Dimension II will recognize
the first two letters of PRINT, LET, and LIST, you can transmit LE for LET, PR
for PRINT, or LI for LIST. However, STAG and CTAG cannot be abbreviated
and LIST must be abbreviated. Also, a PRINT command may include comment
text enclosed in quotes. Comment text will be returned in the response message. For example:
Request message:
PR

The Dimension II setpoint is ; SP(1)

Response message:
The Dimension II setpoint is 10.0
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Data Message – The data message is one of the two elements in the data field

and can be up to 120 characters long. The data message always begins with a
system variable that identifies the type of information (setpoint, deviation,
process variable, etc.) to be changed or monitored. Also, several system variables may be included in the same data message by separating the system
variables with semicolons, e.g. SP(1); PV(2); DV(2). The process of linking
two or more system variables together in this manner is referred to as concatenation.
For a PRINT command, the data message consists of just the desired system
variable(s) (see Fig. B–9). For example:
• To monitor the channel 2 setpoint: PR SP(2).
• To monitor the channel 2 setpoint and deviation: PR SP(2); DV(2).

The PRINT command can also include comment text enclosed in quotes and
placed in front of the system variable(s). For example:
• PR The Ch 2 setpoint is: ; SP(2)
• PR Ch 2 is: ;SP(2); deviation 2 is: ; DV(2) (one continuous
message)
Fig. B–7. Dimension II Serial Communications Message Format for a PRINT Command

STX<01>PR SP(1)ETXC7
ACK (OR NAK)

HOST

ENQ

COMPUTER
4 SPACES*

STX<01>

4 DIGIT
ERROR
CODE

DIMENSION II
2 DIGITS

10.0ETX1F (OR STX <01> E - - - - ETX CHECKSUM

ACK (OR NAK)

* This setpoint field length is eight characters. Since the setpoint data in this
example is four digits long, Dimension transmits four spaces, followed by "10.0".

5166
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For a LET command, the data message contains the new system variable value,
preceded by an equal sign and enclosed in single or double quotation marks
(Fig. B–10). Note that a LET command cannot include comment text. For
example, to enter a channel 2 setpoint of 59.6:
LE SP(2)= 59.6

Note: The LE is optional; see example below.
Fig. B–8.
Dimension II Serial Communications Message Format for a LET Command.

5167

To enter a setpoint of 60.5 for both channels:
SP(1)= 60.5 ;SP(2)= 60.5

Since no command is specified in this example, LET is assumed.
Response Message Data Field – The format of the response message is determined by the type of request message command. If the response message is
replying to a LET or CTAG command, a pound sign (#) or error message
follows the station address. If the response message is replying to a PRINT,
LIST, or STAG command, either a data message or an error message follows
the station address. There are no spaces in a response message except those
required by a system variable field length, error message, or spaces in the
comment text included by the user. The pound sign (#), data messages, and
error messages are explained under System Variable Data Access in this appendix.
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End of Text Control Character
The ETX control character ends all messages. A space between the data field
and the ETX message is optional. A space may not be used between the ETX
and the checksum (a space after ETX will be interpreted as being part of the
checksum).

Checksum
To verify the accuracy of each transmission, a two-character checksum is
included at the end of each request and response message. The checksum is
based on the 8-bit binary sum of all characters from the STX to and including
the ETX. The checksum characters are the two least significant hex digits in the
sum. Table B–2 illustrates the checksum generation process.
Table B–2. Checksum Generation Example

Sample ASCII Message*:
STX<01> LET SP(1)=“56.3” ETX97
HEX
MESSAGE
HEX
RUNNING
CHARACTER EQUIVALENT SUM
02
02
STX
3E
3C
<
6E
30
0
9F
31
1
DD
3E
>
FD
20
SPACE
149
4C
L
18E
45
E
1E2
54
T
202
20
SPACE
255
53
S
2A5
50
P
2CD
28
(
2FE
31
1
327
29
)
364
3D
=
386
22
"
3BB
35
5
3F1
36
6
41F
2E
.
452
33
3
474
22
"
494
20
SPACE
497
03
ETX
97 (CHECKSUM)
* The first and last spaces and the T in LET are optional;
they are included in this example only for clarity. The only
space required is between LET and SP(1). This example
message could also be written:
STX<01>LE SP(1)=“56.3”ETX03

TA088002-001
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Table B–3. ASCII Character Codes in Hexadecimal and Decimal
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For information on hex-to-decimal and decimal-to-hex conversion, see table B–3.

Error Checking
The network mode contains a full set of error codes. Refer to table B–5 in this
appendix for a listing and explanation of these codes.

Test Program
We have written the test program found in Fig. B–11 to test communications
between a host computer and the Dimension II controller using Network mode.
This is not a complete communication driver program. This program was
Fig. B–9.
Test Program

10 REM ****** FULL PROTOCOL COMMUNICATIONS TEST PROGRAM ******
20 OPEN "COM2:9600,N,8,1,RS,CS,DS" FOR RANDOM AS #1
30 CLS
40 PRINT #1, CHR$(2); "<01>SP(1)= 10'"; CHR$(3); "F1";
50 GOSUB 100
60 PRINT #1, CHR$(2); "<01>PR SP(1)"; CHR$(3); "C7";
70 GOSUB 100
80 CLOSE #1
90 END
100 A = TIMER + 2
110 IF LOC(1) > 0 GOTO 140
120 IF TIMER > A GOTO 300
130 GOTO 110
140 B$ = INPUT$(1, #1)
150 IF ASC(B$) = 6 THEN PRINT "ACK"
160 IF ASC(B$) = 6 THEN PRINT #1, CHR$(5);
170 IF ASC(B$) = 21 GOTO 250
180 IF ASC(B$) = 2 THEN PRINT "STX"
190 IF ASC(B$) = 3 GOTO 220
200 IF ASC(B$) > 6 THEN PRINT B$;
210 GOTO 100
220 PRINT "ETX";
230 PRINT INPUT$(2, #1)
240 RETURN
250 PRINT "CONTROLLER SENT CHECKSUM ERROR (NAK)"
260 RETURN
300 PRINT "NO RESPONSE FROM CONTROLLER"
310 RETURN

TA088002-001
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written using the Basic language and is compatible with QBASIC and
GWBASIC.
The program changes loop 1 setpoint to 10 and then prints the setpoint. Correct output is displayed as follows:
ACK
STX
<01>#ETX03
ACK
STX
<01>.....10ETX01
Test Program output.

System Variable Data Access
Access to Dimension II parameters via terminal or network communciations is
accomplished using “System Variables”. A System Variable is a two or three
character abbreviation which corresponds to a certain parameter in the Dimension II. In addition, many system variables take a numeric “subscript” surrounded by parentheses which specifies a specific member of a group of parameters. For example, the system variable for a setpoint is ‘SP’ and it takes a
subscript which indicates the channel for which it is used. The full variable
name would then be ‘SP(x)’ where x is a number from 1 to 8. Other system
variables take no subscripts, and some take two. The System Variable Descriptions section of this appendix lists and describes all Dimension II system variables in alphabetical order.

System Variable Commands
There are five valid commands for accessing system variables:
PRINT – Read a system variable
LET – Write a system variable
LIST – Display possible values for a system variable
STAG – Show the Tagname of a system variable
CTAG – Change the Tagname of a system variable
The PRINT, LET and LIST commands may be shortened to just two letters (PR,
LE, LI), but the STAG and CTAG commands may not be truncated. All commands must be in capital letters, and if a command is not specified, LET is
assumed. Each command is explained further below.

PRINT Commands

B-18
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When using a PRINT command, you may either print only the desired system
variable(s) or you may print both text and the desired system variables.
The following two examples use a PRINT command consisting of only the
desired system variable(s):
• To monitor the channel 2 setpoint: PR SP(2)
• To monitor the channel 2 setpoint and deviation: PR SP(2);DV(2)
The following two examples use a PRINT command with both text and the
variables:
• PR
• PR

The channel 2 setpoint is: ;SP(2)
Setpoint 2 is: ;SP(2); Deviation 2 is: ;DV(2)

Response Message to a PRINT Command – When the response message is replying
to a PRINT command, either a data message or an error message follows the
station address. There are no spaces in a response message except those required by the system variable field length, error message, or spaces in comment
text included by the user.

A response message contains the system variable information requested by a
PRINT command. In addition, any comment text included in the request
message will be returned in the response message.
Each system variable has a field length. Any unused characters in the field
length are transmitted as spaces in the response message.
For example, the field length for the setpoint is eight characters. If the setpoint
data requested is 10.0, the data response message would look like this:
^^^^10.0

where ^ = one space.
If the PRINT command is concatenated, the response data is also linked together. For example, the response data for setpoint (field length = 8), reverse
output (field length = 8), loop status (field length = 1), and process variable
(field length = 8) might look like this:
^^^^10.0^^^25.20A^^^35.63

If the PRINT command included text, the response data includes that text. For
example, the response data for the message:
PR

The channel 2 setpoint is: ;SP(2)

might look like this:
The channel 2 setpoint is:^^^^10.0

TA088002-001

PRINT Request Error Messages – An error message indicates that the PRINT
request message was unsuccessful. The error message is an E followed by a
four-digit number. The number identifies what was wrong with the request
message, e.g., a syntax error. All error messages are listed in table B–5 in this
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appendix.

LET Commands
For a LET command, the data message contains the new system variable value,
preceded by an equals sign and enclosed in single or double quotation marks.
A LET command cannot include comment text. Two examples are:
To enter a channel 2 setpoint of 59.6:
LE SP(2)= 59.6

To enter a setpoint of 60.5 into both channels 1 and 2:
SP(1)= 60.5 ;SP(2)= 60.5
Response Message to a LET Command – If the response message is replying to a
LET command, either a pound sign (#) or an error message follows the station
address. A # response indicates that Dimension II has correctly executed a LET

command.

LET Request Error Message – An error message indicates that the LET request
message was unsuccessful. The error message is an E, followed by a four digit
number. The number identifies what was wrong with the request message, e.g.
a syntax error. All error messages are listed in table B–5 in this appendix.

LIST Commands
The LIST command provides a useful “help” function that can be used during
communications. To display all parameters (entries) on-screen that can be used
with a PRINT or LET command (see table B–4), type LI followed by the 2- or
3-character system variable and the channel number in parentheses. The
system will display all possible entries than can be used with the variable,
capitalized correctly and separated by commas. For example, to list all parameters that can be used with the Loop Status system variable, type LI LS(1)
and press ENTER. (This function works with system variables which have a
finite number of possible settings.)

STAG Commands
The Tagname of a system variable is the label used on the Dimension II operator interface for that variable. For example, the default tagname for the
setpoint of loop 1 is “SetPnt01”. So PR SP(1) would read the value of the
loop 1 setpoint, and STAG SP(1) would read the label used for the setpoint of
loop 1. The STAG command is used to show the operator interface tagname
used for a system variable. The data message contains the system variable
abbreviation and a subscript if applicable. Multiple tagnames may be requested in a single command. The following examples show the use of the
STAG command:
• To monitor the channel 1 process variable tagname: STAG PV(1)
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Table B–4. System Variables
Code
AB
ACL
ACP
ACY
AGP
AHY
AI
AK
AL
ALL
ALT
AO
AS
ATD
BC2
BC4
BD2
BD4
BEU
BF
BHL
BLL
BLV
BND
BNV
BSV
CAG
CC
CCY
CD
CEV
CI
CIN
CJ
CJE
CM
CO
CP
CPG
CRS
CS
CSP
CZE
DF
DH
DL
DO
DOW
DT
DV
EO2
EO4

Title
Abort Enable
Access Level
Accept Input
Analog Output Time-Proportioning Cycle Time
Alarm Group
Alarm Hysteresis
Analog Input
Alarm Acknowledge
Alarm Screen Titles
All Input Range Names
Alarm Latch
Analog Output
Alarm Status
Activate Time of Day Start
RS-232 Bits/Character
RS-422 Bits/Character
RS-232 Baud Rate
RS-422 Baud Rate
CLC Basic Engineering Units
Blend Factor
CLC Basic High Limit
CLC Basic Low Limit
CLC Basic List Variable
CLC Basic Number of Decimals
CLC Basic Numeric Variable
CLC Basic String Variable
Current Alarm Group
ReCycle Counter
Contact Output Time-Proportioning Cycle Time
Calculated Rate
Current Events
Configuration Image
Contact In
Cold Junction Temperature
Cold Junction Error
Cascade Multiplier
Contact Out
Calculated Gain
Current PID Group
Calculated Reset
Current Segment Number
Current Span Reference
Current Input Zero
Digital Filter
Direct Output High Limit
Direct Output Low Limit
Direct Output (in percent)
Day of Week Start
Date
Deviation
RS-232 Echo Mode
RS-422 Echo Mode
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Access
R,W,P
R
R,W,L
R,W,O
R,W,*
R,W,L
R,I
W,L,I
R,W,T,S
R,*
R,W,L
R,O
R,L
R,W,P
R,W
R,W
R,W
R,W
R,W
R,W,L
R,W
R,W
R,W
R,W
R,W
R,W
R,L
R,P
R,W,C
R,L
R,P
R,W,*
R,C
R,I
R,W,I
R,W,L
R,C
R,L
R,L
R,L
R,P
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,L
R,W,L
R,W,L
R,W,P
R,W
R,L
R,W
R,W

Code
EU
EV
FPC
GAS
GN
HH2
HH4
IAS
IH
IHL
IHY
IL
ILL
ILT
LG
LND
LNS
LNZ
LP
LPC
LS
MC1
MC2
MI
MR
NA2
NA4
NAI
NAO
NCI
NCO
NL
NM2
NM4
NP
NS
NTP
OA
OC
OLS
OLZ
OT
OV
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
PDD

Title
Engineering Units
Event Outputs
Full Passcode
Global Alarm Status
Gain
RS-232 Hardware Handshaking
RS-422 Hardware Handshaking
Input Alarm Status
Input High Alarm
Input High Limit
Input Alarm Hysteresis
Input Low Alarm
Input Low Limit
Input Alarm Latch
Logic Screen Titles
Linear Analog Input Decimal
Position
Linear Analog Input Span
Linear Analog Input Zero
Loop Screen Titles
Limited Passcode
Loop Status
Macro Name #1
Macro Name #2
Memory Image
Manual Reset
RS-232 Network Address
RS-422 Network Address
Number of Analog Inputs
Number of Analog Outputs
Number of Contact Inputs
Number of Contact Outputs
Number of Loops
RS-232 Protocol
RS-422 Protocol
Number of Programmers
Number of Segments
Number of Time-Proportioning
Outputs
Output Action
Output Change
Analog Output Linear Span
Analog Output Linear Zero
Output
Overview Screen Titles
Programmer Profile 1 value
Programmer Profile 2 value
Programmer Profile 3 value
Programmer Profile 4 value
Programmer Profile 5 value
Programmer Profile 6 value
Programmer Profile 7 value
Programmer Profile 8 value
Power Down Date

Access
R,W,I
R,*
R,W
R
R,W,L
R,W
R,W
R,I
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,T,S
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,I
R,W,T,S
R,W
R,W,L
R,W,T
R,W,T
R,W,*
R,W,L
R,W
R,W
R
R
R
R
R
R,W
R,W
R
R,P
R
R,W,L
R,W,L
R,W,O
R,W,O
R,W,L
R,W,T,S
R,W,P
R,W,P
R,W,P
R,W,P
R,W,P
R,W,P
R,W,P
R,W,P
R
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Table B–4. System Variables (Con’t)
Code
PDT
PG
PID
PS
PS1
PS2
PS3
PS4
PT
PUD
PUT
PV
QS2
QS4
RH
RI
RL
RO
RS
RSD
RSS

Title
Power Down Time
Programmer Screen Titles
PID Group
Programmer Mode Status
Programmer Start
Segment 1 (Remote Start)
Programmer Start
Segment 2 (Unused)
Programmer Start
Segment 3 (TOD Start)
Programmer Start
Segment 4 (Operator Start)
PID Type
Power Up Date
Power Up Time
Process Variable
RS-232 XON/XOFF Mode
RS-422 XON/XOFF Mode
Reverse Output High Limit
Recipe Image
Reverse Output Low Limit
Reverse Output (in percent)
Reset
Response Speed
Remote Start Segment

Access Code Legend:
R – Read
W – Write
T – Tagnames Only
S – Screen Subscript
L – Loop Subscript
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Access

Code

R
R,W,T,S
R,W,*
R,W,P
R,W,P

RT
SA
SB2
SB4
SC
SG
SMD
SP
SPS
SR
SS
SY
TCY
TD
TDD
TDS
TEN
TER
TL
TLP
TP
TS
TYP
UT

R,W,P
R,W,P
R,W,P
R,W,L
R
R
R,L
R,W
R,W
R,W,L
R,W,*
R,W,L
R,W,L
R,W,L
R,W,L
R,W,P
I
P
O
C
*

Title
Rate
Setpoint Adjust
RS-232 Stop Bits
RS-422 Stop Bits
Scale
Segment Data
System Mode
Setpoint
Setpoint Source
Sampling Rate
System Status
System Screen Title
Time-Proportioning Cycle Time
Time-of-Day (TOD)
Tuning Complete
Time of Day Start
Tuning Error Number
Tuning Error
Time Left in Segment (SEGtime)
Time Left in Program
Time into Program
Tuning Status
Analog Input Type
Engineering Units Type

Access
R,W,L
R,W,*
R,W
R,W
R,W,L
R,W,*
R,W
R,W,L
R,W,L
R,W,L
R,W
R,W,T
R,W,C
R,W
R,L
R,W,P
R,L
R,L
R,P
R,P
R,P
R,W,L
R,W,I
R,W,I

– Input Subscript
– Programmer Subscript
– Output Subscript
– Contact Subscript
– Miscellaneous Subscript
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• To monitor the channel 2 setpoint and process variable tagnames: STAG
SP(2);PV(2)

• To monitor the first macro key title: STAG MC1
Response Message to a STAG Command – When the response message is replying

to a STAG command, either a data message or an error message follows the
station address. There are no spaces in a response message except those included in the system variable tagname, or the error message. Each response
message contains the tagnames requested with no separators, and each
tagname has a length of 8 characters. The following examples are the responses
to the command examples above:
• Command:
Response:
• Command:
Response:
• Command:
Response:

STAG PV(1)
ProcVr01
STAG SP(2);PV(2)
SetPnt02ProcVr02
STAG MC1
[START]^

where ^ = one space.
STAG Request Error Messages – An error message indicates that the STAG
request message was unsuccessful. The error message is an E followed by a

four digit number. The number identifies what was wrong with the request
message, e.g., a syntax error. All error messages are listed in table B–5 in this
appendix.

CTAG Commands
For a CTAG command, the data message contains the new system variable
tagname, preceded by an equal sign and enclosed in single or double quotation
marks. The new tagname MUST have a length of 8 characters. Some examples:
• To change the channel 1 process variable tagname:
CTAG PV(1)="Tempratr"

• To change the channel 2 setpoint tagname:
CTAG SP(2)"Target^^"

• To change the first macro key title: CTAG MC1="RUN^^^^^"
where ^ = one space. New tagnames will appear on Dimension II operator
interface screens as soon as a new screen is displayed.
Response Message to a CTAG Command – If the response message is replying to a

CTAG command, either a pound sign (#) or an error message follows the
station addresss. A # response indicates that the Dimension has correctly
executed the CTAG command.
CTAG Request Error Message – An error message indicates that the CTAG
request message was unsuccessful. The error message is an E followed by a
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four digit number. The number identifies what was wrong with the request
message, e.g., a syntax error. All error messages are listed in table B–5 in this
appendix.

System Variable Descriptions
Table B–4 lists all Dimension II system variables that can be used for communications. The format and operation of all Dimension II system variables are
described on the following pages. The variables are organized alphabetically
by system variable code, e.g., AB, ACL, ACP, etc. The following information is
provided for each system variable:
System variable code: a two- or three-letter abbreviation for each system
variable. For example, SP is the code for the “setpoint” system variable.
System variable name: For example, “setpoint.”
Purpose: A description of the typical use of the variable.
Use: Describes valid commands (PR, LE,STAG, CTAG), field length, format.
Remarks: Information for the operation and use of the variable. If the format is
complex, additional format information is provided.
Examples: Illustrate commands using the variable in a request message and the
subsequent response message. When necessary, additional explanations are
provided.
Note: The caret symbol (^) indicates the position of spaces in
commands and responses. In LET and CTAG commands, spaces
must be typed after an alphabetical entry so the total number of
characters matches the field length. Spaces are not required for
numeric entries.

AB — Programmer Abort Enable
Purpose: To Enable or Disable programmer abort.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR AB(P), where P is programmer number
LET format:
LE AB(P)= Enable – enables abort
LE AB(P)= Disable – disables abort
Field length: 8
Programmer number is 1 through 8. If an abort signal is sent to programmer P
when it is running, it will immediately go to the abort segment (segment 0) if
AB(P) is “Enable”.
PRINT request: PR AB(1)
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PRINT response: Disable
LET request: LE AB(1)= Enable
LET response: #

ACL — Access Level
Purpose: To view controller security access (passcode) level.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR ACL
Field length: 8
Value: FULL, LIMITED, NONE
Full access to all Operation and Configuration functions = FULL
Access to all Operation functions = LIMITED
View-only access to Operation screens = NONE
PRINT request: PR ACL
PRINT response: ^^^^FULL

ACP — Accept Input
Purpose: To view or change the status (accept, reject) of calculated PID autotuning
parameters.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR ACP(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE ACP(L)= x , where L is loop number, x is accept/reject
status.
Field length: 8
Value: Yes, No
Accept autotuning parameters = Yes
Reject autotuning parameters = No
PRINT request: PR ACP(1)
PRINT response: Yes^^^^^
LET request: LE ACP(1)= No
LET response: #

ACY — Analog Output Time-Proportioning Cycle Time
Purpose: To view or change the cycle time of an analog output that has been configured,
via jumpers, to function as a time-proportioned output.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR ACY(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE ACY(L)= XXX , where L is loop number, XXX is number of
seconds.
Field length: 3
Value: XXX (1–255 seconds)
Default (dead start) cycle time is 0 seconds (output functions as non-timeproportioned analog output). Range is 1 to 255 seconds.
PRINT request: PR ACY(1)
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PRINT response: 000
LET request: LE ACY(1)= 10
LET response: #

AGP — Alarm Group
Purpose: To view or change the settings of an entire alarm group.
Use:

Remarks:

PRINT format: PR AGP(L,G), where L is loop number and G is group number.
LET format: LE AGP(L,G)= A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H where L is loop, G is group ,
and
A is Hi Hi Process Variable alarm limit
B is Lo Lo Process Variable alarm limit
C is Hi Process Variable alarm limit
D is Lo Process Variable alarm limit
E is Hi Hi Deviation alarm limit
F is Lo Lo Deviation alarm limit
G is Hi Deviation alarm limit
H is Lo Deviation alarm limit
Field length: 71
Each Dimension II control loop has five groups of values available to determine
HiHiPvLmt, HiPvLmt, LoLoPvLmt, LoPvLmt, HiHiDevLmt, HiDevLmt,
LoLoDevLmt, and LoDevLmt (group range is 1 to 5).
When changing those values, all eight positions must have a number even if all
the numbers are the same value.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR AGP(1,1)
PRINT response:
^^3276.7,^-3276.7,^^3276.7,^-3276.7,
^^3276.7,^-3276.7,^^3276.7,^-3276.7
LET request: LE AGP(1)= 300,0,200,10,10,10,5,5
LET response: #

AHY — Alarm Hysteresis
Purpose: To view or change the hysteresis values of a Loop alarm.
Use:

PRINT format:

PR AHY(L), where L is loop number.

LET format: LE AHY(L)= A,B,C,D
Where: A is Hi Hi & Lo Lo PV alarm hysteresis value
B is Hi & Lo PV alarm hysteresis value
C is Hi Hi & Lo Lo Deviation alarm hysteresis value
D is Hi & Lo Deviation alarm hysteresis value
Field length: 35
Remarks:
Examples:
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Hysteresis range for loop alarms is equal to the input range in use. All four
values must be specified in a LET command.
PRINT request: PR AHY(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^10.0,^^^^^0.0,^^^^^0.0,^^^^^0.0
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LET request: LE AHY(1)= 5,5,2,2
LET response: #

AI — Analog Input
Purpose: To view the current value of an analog input.
Use:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR AI(I), where I is analog input number.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXX.X (analog input value)
PRINT request: PR AI(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^21.0

AK — Alarm Acknowledge
Purpose: This is a write-only parameter which acknowledges loop or analog input
alarms.
Use:
Remarks:

LET format: LE AK(X)= A where X is a loop or input number
Field length: 8
If desired, use alarm status (AS) to view current alarms for a loop, or input
alarm status (IAS) to view alarms for an analog input. AK(X) will acknowledge
all alarms for loop X and input X at the same time. If there is no loop X, then
only alarms for input X will be acknowledged. The quotation marks should
contain "A" or "ALL", although any characters will be accepted. There is no way
to acknowledge some alarms for a loop and not others.

Examples:

LET request: LE AK(1)= A (for loop 1 and input 1)
LET response: #
LET request: LE AK(12)="A" (for input 12)
AL — Alarm Screen Titles
LET response: #
Purpose: To view or change the titles of Alarm Display screens.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

STAG format: PR AL(S), where S is alarm screen number.
CTAG format: LE AL(S)= X , where S is alarm screen number, X is screen
title.
Field length: 8
Default screen titles include LOOP_ALM, ALM_SET, INP_ALM, INP_ALM2.
STAG request: STAG AL(1)
STAG response: LOOP_ALM
CTAG request: CTAG AL(1)= ALM1^^^^
CTAG response: #

ALL — All Input Range Names
Purpose: To view all input ranges supported by an analog card.
Use:
Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR ALL(A), where A is analog card number (1, 2 or 3).
Field length: Variable
This command lists, in a string, all input ranges supported by the analog card.
PRINT request: PR ALL(2)
PRINT response: [RANGE NAME], [RANGE NAME], [RANGE NAME],....
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ALT — Alarm Latch
Purpose: To view or change whether an alarm condition for a given alarm will be latched
or unlatched when an alarm occurs. Setting applies to both high and low alarms.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR ALT(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE ALT(L)= A,B,C,D , where:
A is Hi Hi & Lo Lo PV alarm latch/unlatch value
B is Hi & Lo PV alarm latch/unlatch value
C is Hi Hi & Lo Lo Deviation alarm latch/unlatch value
D is Hi & Lo Deviation alarm latch/unlatch value
Field length: 35
Value: Latch, Unlatch
Alarm condition latched = Latch
Alarm condition unlatched = Unlatch
All four values must be specified in a LET command.
PRINT request: PR ALT(1)
PRINT response:

Latch^^^,Latch^^^,Unlatch^,Unlatch^

LET request:

LE ALT(1)= Unlatch^,Latch^^^,Unlatch^,Unlatch^

LET response:
LE ALT(L)= Latch^^^,Latch^^^,Unlatch^,Unlatch^

AO — Analog Output
Purpose: To view or change the value of an analog output.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR AO(O), where O is output number.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXX.X (0 to 100 percent)
Default value is 0 percent.
PRINT request: PR AO(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^25.0

AS — Alarm Status
Purpose: Read only parameter.
Use:
Remarks:

Examples:
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PRINT format: PR AS(L), where L is loop number.
Field length: 8
Will always
Opensens
Hi_Hi_PV
Lo_Lo_PV
High__PV
Low__PV
HiHi_Dev
LoLo_Dev
High_Dev
Low_Dev
No_Alarm

return one of the following eight character strings.
Open Sensor
high high process variable alarm is active
low low process variable alarm is active
high process variable alarm is active
low process variable alarm is active
high high deviation alarm is active
low low deviation alarm is active
high deviation alarm is active
low deviation alarm is active
no alarm is active

PRINT request: PR AS(1)
PRINT response: No_Alarm
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ATD — Activate Time of Day Start
Purpose: To view or change the enabled/disabled status of clock-driven programmer
time-of-day start.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR ATD(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE ATD(P)= X , where X is Enable or Disable.
Field length: 8
Value: Enable, Disable
Activate time-of-day programmer start = Enable
Disable time-of-day programmer start = Disable
PRINT request: PR ATD(1)
PRINT response: Disable^
LET request: LE ATD(1)= Enable^^
LET response: #

BC2 — RS-232 Bits/Character
Purpose: To view or change the number of bits per character used for RS-232
communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR BC2
LET format: LE BC2= X , where X is 7 or 8.
Field length: 1
Value: 7, 8
7 bits per character = 7,8 bits per character = 8
PRINT request: PR BC2
PRINT response: 7
LET request: LE BC2= 8
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

BC4 — RS-422 Bits/Character
Purpose: To view or change the number of bits per character used for RS-422
communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR BC4
LET format: LE BC4= X , where X is 7 or 8.
Field length: 1
Value: 7, 8
7 bits per character = 7, 8 bits per character = 8
PRINT request: PR BC4
PRINT response: 7
LET request: LE BC4= 8
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.
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BD2 — RS-232 Baud Rate
Purpose: To view or change the baud rate used for RS-232 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR BD2
LET format: LE BD2= X , where X is baud rate.
Field length: 8
Value: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200
Terminal and controller must have matching baud rate.
PRINT request: PR BD2
PRINT response: 4800^^^^
LET request: LE BD2= 9600
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

BD4 — RS-422 Baud Rate
Purpose: To view or change the baud rate used for RS-422 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR BD4
LET format: LE BD4= X , where X is baud rate.
Field length: 8
Value: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200
Terminal and controller must have matching baud rate.
PRINT request: PR BD4
PRINT response: 4800^^^^
LET request: LE BD4= 9600
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

BEU — CLC Basic Engineering Units
Purpose: To view or change the engineering units used with numeric CLC variables
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR BEU (V), where V is variable number (1–32).
LET format: LE BEU(V)-"XXX", where V is variable number and XXX is a
three character string.
Field length: 3
BEU(V) is used as the units for BNV(V), BHL(V), and BLL(V).
V can be any number from 1 to 32.

PRINT request: PR BEU (1)
PRINT response: F^^
LET request: LE BEU (23)="C^^"
LET response: #
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BF — Blend Factor
Purpose: To view or change the blend factor value used with cascade control functions.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR BF(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE BF(L)= X , where X is the blend factor.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXX.X (–32767 to +32767)
Blend factor is used as follows: (percent output * ratio + setpoint * blend factor)
/ scale factor
PRINT request: PR BF(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^^5
LET request: LE BF(1)= 6
LET response: #

BHL — CLC Basic High Limit
Purpose: To view or change the highest acceptable value for the corresponding BNV
variable.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR BHL(V), where V is variable number (1–32).
LET format: LE BHL(V)="X", where V is variable number, and X is a number.
Field length: 8
BHL(V) is used to check operator input for BNV(V). No number higher than
BHL(V) will be accepted for BNV(V). V can be any number from 1 to 32.

PRINT request: PR BHL(1)
PRINT response: ^^^100.0
LET request: LE BHL(12)="250"
LET response: #

BLL — CLC Basic Low Limit
Purpose: To view or change the lowest acceptable value for the corresponding BNV
variable.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR BLL(V), where V is variable number (1–32).
LET format: LE BLL(V)="X", where V is variable number, and X is a
number.
Field length: 8
BLL(V) is used to check operator input for BNV(V). No number lower than
BLL(V) will be accepted for BNV(V). V can be any number from 1 to 32.

PRINT request: PR BLL(1)
PRINT response: ^^^10.0
LET request: LE BLL(12)="0"
LET response: #
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BLV — CLC Basic List Variable
Purpose: To view or change the four selections available for the corresponding BSV
variable.
Use:

PRINT format: PR BLV(V), where V is variable number (1–32).
LET format:

LE BLV(V)="AAAAAAAA,BBBBBBBB,CCCCCCCC,DDDDDDDD", where
AAAAAAAA,BBBBBBBB,CCCCCCCC,DDDDDDDD are 8-character strings.

Field length: 35

Remarks:

Examples:

BLV(V) is the set of four string values which BSV(V) may take. The meaning

and use of these strings is determined by the user via CLC programming.
When changing BLV, the full 35 characters MUST be entered, with a comma as
the 9th, 18th, and 27th characters. V can be any number from 1 to 32.
PR BLV(V) is equivalent to LI BSV(V).
PRINT request: PR BLV(2)
PRINT response: Run^^^^^^,Hold^^^^,Abort^^^,^^^^^^^^
LET request:
LE BLV(14)="Up^^^^^^,Down^^^^,Left^^^^,Right^^^"

LET response: #

BND — CLC Basic Number of Decimals
Purpose: To view or change the number of decimal places used for the corresponding
BNV, BHL, and BLL.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR BND(V), where V is variable number (1–32).
LET format: LE BND(V)="X", where V is variable number, and X is a
number.
Field length: 1
BND(V) is the number of decimal places which are shown when displaying
BNV(V), BHL(V) and BLL(V). V can be any number from 1 to 32.

PRINT request: PR BND(1)
PRINT response: 2
LET request: LE BND(4)="1"
LET response: #

BNV — CLC Basic Numeric Variable
Purpose: To view or change a CLC numeric variable.
Use:

PRINT format: PR BNV(V), where V is variable number (1–32).
LET format: LE BNV(V)="X", where V is variable number, and X is a number.
Field length: 8

Remarks:

BNV(1) to BNV(32) are general-use numeric variables for CLC programming.
Their meaning and use is determined by the user. BHL(V) and BLL(V) control
acceptable input for BNV(V), and BND(V) and BEU(V) control how it is

displayed on the Dimension II operator interface.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR BNV(4)
PRINT response: ^^^123.4
LET request: LE BNV(1)="100"
LET response: #

BSV — CLC Basic String Variable
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Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

To view or change a CLC string variable.
PRINT format: PR BSV(V), where V is variable number (1–32).
LET format: LE BSV(V)="XXXXXXXX", where V is variable number, and
XXXXXXXX is an 8 character string.
Field length: 8
BSV(1) to BSV(32) are general-use string-type variables for CLC programming.
Their meaning and use is determined by the user. BLV(V) controls the choices
available on the Dimension II operator interface for BSV(V).

PRINT request: PR BSV(1)
PRINT response: Enable^^
LET request: LE BSV(1)="Disable^"
LET response: #

CAG — Current Alarm Group
Purpose: To view the number of the currently active alarm group.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CAG(P), where P is programmer number.
Field length: 8
Value: 1–5
Displays the number of the alarm group currently being used.
PRINT request: PR CAG(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^^3

CC — ReCycle Counter
Purpose: To monitor the number of recycles left for a programmer.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR CC(P), where P is programmer.
Value: XXX
Field length: 8
Dimension II can recycle (repeat a segment sequence) up to 255 times, i.e., the
recycle value can be from 0 to 255. When the recycle value reaches zero, the
programmer ignores NEXT SEG and proceeds to SEG+1.
PRINT request: PR CC(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^10
(indicating that the programmer has 10 recycles left).

CCY — Contact Output Time-Proportioning Cycle Time
Purpose: To view or change the cycle time of a contact output being used as a timeproportioned output.
Use:
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PRINT format: PR CCY(C), where C is contact output number.
LET format: LE CCY(C)=“XXX”, where C is contact output number,
XXX is number of seconds.
Field length: 3
Value: (1–255 seconds)

Remarks:

Default (dead start) cycle time is 0 seconds (output functions as non-timeproportioned contact output). Range is 1 to 255 seconds.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR CCY(1)
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PRINT response: 000
LET request: LE CCY(1)= 10"
LET response: #

CD — Calculated Rate
Purpose: To view the rate calculated by the auto-tuning function.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CD(L), where L is loop number.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXX.XX
Displays the rate that will be used if auto-tuning values are accepted.
PRINT request: PR CD(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^2.00

CEV — Current Events
Purpose: To view or change the state into which a programmer is attempting to place the
events.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR CEV(P), where P is programmer.
LET format: LE CEV(P)="XXXXXXXXXXXX"where P is programmer, and
XXXXXXXXXXXX is a 12 character string of event states.
Field length: 12
Value: If specific events (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, a, b, c) are displayed or included
in the LET command, the programmer is set to turn those events on. If underscores "_" are displayed or included in the LET command, the programmer is
set to turn events in those locations off.
The LET command will only work if the programmer's status is Hold or
PG_END. Otherwise CEV reverts to the event state programmed by the current segment. This variable is different from EV (Event Outputs) in that EV
displays the actual current state of a single event, and CEV displays the state
into which a specific programmer is programmed to set all events.
PRINT request: PR CEV(1)
PRINT response: 1__4__7___b_
"___45__8___c"
LET request: LE CEV(1)=
CEV(1)="___45__8___c"
LET response: #

CI — Configuration Image
Purpose: Allows uploading and downloading of EEPROM information (including operator interface and network configuration).
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:
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PRINT format: PR CI(C,B), where C is CPU number, B is Block number.
LET format: LE CI(C,B)= _____________ , where the information
inside the quotation marks depends on the block being changed.
Field length: Block 0 = 3, all other blocks = 128. All other blocks: 128
CI is useful in network mode only when information is being uploaded or

downloaded. Block 0 contains the number of blocks for the complete configuration image (e.g., 64). The information in all other blocks depends on the
block being viewed. C is always 1.
PRINT request: PR CI(1,0)
PRINT response: 64
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LET request: LE CI(1,1)= 000AFC76ED...
LET response: #

(128 characters).

CIN — Contact In
Purpose: To view the state of a contact input.
Use:

PRINT format: PR CIN(C), where C is the contact input number.
Field length: 8
Value: Tag name from one of the four possible sets of on/off labels for contacts.

Remarks:

Each Dimension II controller has four pairs of on/off labels. Each contact input
or output can be configured to use one of these four sets of labels. So, the four
pairs might be "On"/"Off", "Open"/"Closed", "True"/"False" and "Run"/"Stop"
and the user can assign contact input 4 to read "Open" or "Closed". The CIN
parameter returns the state of the contact input using the labels chosen for the
particular contact.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR CIN(3)
PRINT response: Off^^^^^

CJ — Cold Junction Temperature
Purpose: To view the actual cold junction temperature for a thermocouple input.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CJ(I), where I is the input number.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXX.X (temperature in degrees C)
Thermocouple cold junction temperature is always expressed in degrees C.
PRINT request: PR CJ(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^25.0

CJE — Cold Junction Error
Purpose: To view or change the cold junction error for a thermocouple input.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CJE(I), where I is input number.
LET format: LE CJE(I)= X , where I is input number and X is amount of cold
junction error compensation.
Field length: 8
Cold junction error can be set from –10.0 to +10.0°C.
PRINT request: PR CJE(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^2.2
LET request: LE CJE(1)= 2.5
LET response: #

CM — Cascade Multiplier
Purpose: To view or change the multiplier used for cascade control with a remote
setpoint.
Use:

Remarks:
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PRINT format: PR CM(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE CM(L)= X , where L is loop number, X is the multiplier.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXXXX (–32767 to +32767)
A decimal point in the multiplier is not permitted.
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Examples:

PRINT request: PR CM(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^^2
LET request: LE CM(1)= 3
LET response: #

CO — Contact Out
Purpose: To view the state of a contact output.
Use:

PRINT format: PR CO(C), where C is the contact output number.
Field length: 8
Value: Tag name from one of the four possible sets of on/off labels for contacts.

Remarks:

Each Dimension II controller has four pairs of on/off labels. Each contact input
or output can be configured to use one of these four sets of labels. So, the four
pairs might be "On"/"Off", "Open"/"Closed", "True"/"False" and "Run"/"Stop"
and the user can assign contact output 2 to read "Open" or "Closed". The CO
parameter returns the state of the contact output using the labels chosen for the
particular contact.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR CO(2)
PRINT response: Off^^^^^

CP — Calculated Gain
Purpose: To view the gain calculated by the auto-tuning function.
Use:
Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CP(L), where L is loop number.
Field length: 8
Displays the gain that will be used if auto-tuning values are accepted.
PRINT request: PR CP(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^1.00

CPG — Current PID Group
Purpose: To view the currently active PID group for a loop.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CPG(L), where L is loop number.
Field length: 8
Value: 1–5
Displays the number of the PID group currently being used.
PRINT request: PR CPG(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^^2

CRS — Calculated Reset
Purpose: To view the reset calculated by the auto-tuning function.
Use:
Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CRS(L), where L is loop number.
Field length: 8
Displays the reset that will be used if auto-tuning values are accepted.
PRINT request: PR CRS(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^1.00

CS — Current Segment Number
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Purpose:
Use:
Remarks:
Examples:

To monitor the current segment number for a given programmer.
PRINT format: PR CS(P), where P is programmer.
Field length: 8
Dimension II units have segments 0 to 255 (0 to 749 with Extended Segments
Option).
PRINT request: PR CS(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^^3
(The response indicates that the current segment for programmer 1 is segment 3.)

CSP — Current Span Reference
Purpose: To view or change the span reference determined during calibration.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CSP(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE CSP(1)= X , where I is analog input number, X is span
reference value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXX.XXX
This reference number should not be changed unless an input channel is being
recalibrated.
PRINT request: PR CSP(1)
PRINT response: ^100.323
LET request: LE CSP(1)= 100.356
LET response: #

CZE — Current Input Zero
Purpose: To view or change the current input zero value determined during calibration.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR CZE(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE CZE(I)= X , where I is analog input number, X is input zero
value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXX.X
This reference number should not be changed unless an input channel is being
recalibrated.
PRINT request: PR CZE(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^7.9
LET request: LE CZE(1)= 7.7
LET response: #

DF — Digital Filter
Purpose: To monitor or change the digital filter value of an analog input.
Use:

Remarks:
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PRINT format: PR DF(I), where I is input number.
LET format: LE DF(I)= XXX , where I is input number, XXX is filter value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXX (0 to 100)
The filter is used to “average” the input reading so that minor fluctuations are
eliminated. The digital filter setting may be from 0 to 100; the higher the
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number, the greater the amount of filtering. When set to 0, the filtering feature
is disabled.
Examples:

PRINT request: PR DF(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^^0
LET request: LE DF(1)= 12
LET response: #

DH — Direct Output High Limit
Purpose: To monitor or change the direct output high limit (DH) for a control loop. This
feature allows the user to set the maximum output percentage for direct outputs.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR DH(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE DH(L)= XXX.X
Field length: 8
Value: XXX.X
The high limit can be set anywhere from 00.0% to 100.0%.
The direct output high limit can never be less than the direct output low limit.
PRINT request: PR DH(1)
PRINT response: ^^100.00
LET request: LE DH(1)= 90.00
LET response: #

DL — Direct Output Low Limit
Purpose: To monitor or change the direct output low limit (DL) for a control loop. This
feature allows the user to set the minimum output percentage for direct outputs.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR DL(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE DL(L)= XXX.X
Field length: 8
Value: XXX.X
The low limit can be set anywhere from 00.0% to 100.0%. The direct output
low limit can never be greater than the direct output high limit.
PRINT request: PR DL(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^0.00
LET request: LE DL(1)= 10.0
LET response: #

DO — Direct Output (in percent)
Purpose: To monitor or change the direct output.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR DO(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE DO(L)= XXX.X
Field length: 8
Value: XXX.X (0.00–100.00)
The direct output may be monitored (displayed) at any time. Control outputs
may be changed only when the control loop is in the manual mode.
PRINT request: PR DO(1)
PRINT response: ^^^50.00
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LET request: LE DO(1)= 75
LET response: #

DOW — Day of Week Start
Purpose: To view or change the day of the week on which a specific programmer is to
start.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR DOW(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE DOW(P)= X , where P is programmer number, X is day of
week.
Field length: 8
Value: See remarks.
Enter days as follows: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednsday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday.
PRINT request: PR DOW(1)
PRINT response: Sunday^^
LET request: LE DOW(1)= Monday^^
LET response: #

DT — Date
Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

To monitor or set the date.
PRINT format: PR DT
LET format: LE DT= MM/DD/YY
Field length: 8
Value: MM/DD/YY
MM = month, DD = day, YY = year.
PRINT request: PR DT 93
PRINT response: 12/03/89
LET request: LE DT= 12/15/93
LET response: #

DV — Deviation
Purpose: To monitor the deviation.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR DV(L), where L is loop.
Field length: 8
Value: Depends on the range in use.
The format for the deviation value matches the range in use.
PRINT request: PR DV(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^21.3

EO2 — RS-232 Terminal Echo Mode
Purpose: To view or change the terminal echo mode (on/off) used during
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RS-232 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR EO2
LET format: LE EO2= X , where X is echo mode.
Field length: 8
Value: See remarks.
Echo mode on = ON
Echo mode off = OFF
PRINT request: PR EO2
PRINT response: ON^^^^^^
LET request: LE EO2= OFF^^^^^
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

EO4 — RS-422 Terminal Echo Mode
Purpose: To view or change the terminal echo mode (on/off) used during
RS-422 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR EO4
LET format: LE EO4= X , where X is echo mode.
Field length: 8
Value: See remarks.
Echo mode on = ON
Echo mode off = OFF
PRINT request: PR EO4
PRINT response: ON^^^^^^
LET request: LE EO4= OFF^^^^^
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

EU — Engineering Units
Purpose: To monitor or select the engineering units of an analog input.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR EU(I), where I is input.
LET format: LE EV(I)="XXX", where I is input and XXX is the 3 alphanumeric
characters.
Field length: 3
F = Fahrenheit, C = Celsius, and XXX = Linear.

Linear engineering units are user-configurable.

PRINT request: PR EU(1)
PRINT response: ^C^
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LET request: LE EV(3)="%^H"
LET response: #

EV — Event Outputs
Purpose: To monitor the actual state of the programmed event outputs.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR EV(E), where E is event # (1–12).
Field length: 8
Value: ON or OFF
This reports the on/off state of the Dimension II events. Each programmer
may set them, but each event has only one state at a time.
PRINT request: PR EV(1)
PRINT response: OFF^^^^^

FPC — Full Passcode
Purpose: To view or change the passcode required to change the security access level to
“FULL” status.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR FPC
LET format: LE FPC= X , where X is passcode.
Field length: 8
Value: XX-XX-XX
The FULL passcode permits access to all system Operation and Configuration
functions.
PRINT request: PR FPC
PRINT response: 01-02-03
LET request: LE FPC= 01-03-05
LET response: #

GAS — Global Alarm Status
Purpose: To view global alarm status.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR GAS
Field length: 8
Value: No_Alarm, Alarm
No active global alarm = No_Alarm
Active global alarm = Alarm
PRINT request: PR GAS
PRINT response: No_Alarm

GN — Gain
Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:
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To view or change the actual gain (proportional) value.
PRINT format: PR GN(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE GN(L)="X", where L is loop and X is the new gain value.
Field length: 8
Value: XX.XX
This system variable prints the actual gain value for a control loop. LET sets
gain for the current PID group.
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Examples:

PRINT request: PR GN(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^3.50
LET request: LE GN(2)="1.00"
LET response: #

HH2 — RS-232 Hardware Handshaking
Purpose: To view or change the hardware handshaking mode (on/off) used during
RS-232 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR HH2
LET format: LE HH2= X , where X is handshaking mode.
Field length: 8
Value: Enable, Disable
Hardware handshaking on = Enable, Hardware handshaking off = Disable
PRINT request: PR HH2
PRINT response: Disable^
LET request: LE HH2= Enable^^
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

HH4 — RS-422 Hardware Handshaking
Purpose: To view or change the hardware handshaking mode (on/off) used during
RS-422 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR HH4
LET format: LE HH4= X , where X is handshaking mode.
Field length: 8
Value: Enable, Disable
Hardware handshaking on = Enable , Hardware handshaking off = Disable
PRINT request: PR HH4
PRINT response: Disable^
LET request: LE HH4= Enable^^
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

IH — Input High Alarm
Purpose: To view or change the input high alarm limit for an analog input.
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Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR IH(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE IH(I)= X , where I is analog input number, X is input high
alarm limit value.
Field length: 8
Range is dependent on input range.
PRINT request: PR IH(I)
PRINT response: ^^^^25.6
LET request: LE IH(1)= 29.2
LET response: #

IHL — Input High Limit
Purpose: To view or change the input high limit for an analog input.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR IHL(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE IHL(I)= X , where I is analog input number, X is input high
limit value.
Field length: 8
The value range defaults to the range of the configured input type. The
setpoint and process variable will never exceed this limit. PID calculations and
other limits are affected when a change is made.
PRINT request: PR IHL(I)
PRINT response: ^^^^25.6
LET request: LE IHL(1)= 29.2
LET response: #

IHY — Input Alarm Hysteresis
Purpose: To view or change the hysteresis value of an input alarm.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR IHY(I), where I is input number.
LET format: LE IHY(I)= XXXXXX.X , where I is input number, XXXXXX.X is
hysteresis value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXX.X (–1392.8 to +1392.8)
Range is same as input range (e.g. IHL ILL)
PRINT request: PR IHY(I)
PRINT response: ^^^^11.0
LET request: LE IHY(1)= 13
LET response: #

IL — Input Low Alarm
Purpose: To view or change the input low alarm limit for an analog input.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR IL(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE IL(I)= X , where I is analog input number, X is input low
alarm limit value.
Field length: 8
Range is dependent on input range.
PRINT request: PR IL
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PRINT response: ^^^^12.5
LET request: LE IL(1)= 14.2
LET response: #

ILL — Input Low Limit
Purpose: To view or change the input low limit for an analog input.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR ILL(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE ILL(I)= X , where I is analog input number, X is input low
limit value.
Field length: 8
The value range defaults to the range of the configured input type. The
setpoint and process variable will never exceed this limit. PID calculations and
other limits are affected when a change is made.
PRINT request: PR ILL(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^12.2
LET request: LE ILL(1)= 16.3
LET response: #

ILT — Input Alarm Latch
Purpose: To view or change whether an alarm condition for a given input will be latched
or unlatched when an alarm occurs. Setting applies to both high and low
alarms.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR ILT(I), where I is input number.
LET format: LE ILT(I)= X , where I is input number, X is Latch or
Unlatch.
Field length: 8
Value: Latch, Unlatch
Alarm condition latched = Latch, Alarm condition unlatched = Unlatch
PRINT request: PR ILT(1)
PRINT response: Latch^^^
LET request: LE ILT(1)= Unlatch^
LET response: #

LG — Logic Screen Titles
Purpose: To view or change the titles of Logic Display screens.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

STAG format: STAG LG(S), where S is a logic screen number.
CTAG format: CTAG LG(S)= X , where S is logic screen number, X is screen
title.
Field length: 8
Default screen titles include LOGIC__1 through LOGIC__8.
STAG request: STAG LG(1)
STAG response: LOGIC__1
CTAG request: CTAG LG(1)= LOG1^^^^
CTAG response: #

LND — Linear Analog Input Decimal Position
Purpose: To view or change the decimal position for a linear analog input.
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Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR LND(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE LND(I)= X , where I is analog input number, X is number
representing decimal position.
Field length: 1
Value: decimal position (1–5)
This variable can be changed only for linear analog inputs.
PRINT request: PR LND(1)
PRINT response: 3
LET request: LE LND(1)= 2
LET response: #

LNS — Linear Analog Input Span
Purpose: To view or change the span for a linear analog input determined during calibration.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR LNS(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE LNS(I)= X , where I is analog input number, X is span value.
Field length: 8
Value: 0 to 100 percent
This number defaults to 100 percent.
PRINT request: PR LNS(1)
PRINT response: ^100.000
LET request: LE LNS(1)= 99.356
LET response: #

LNZ — Linear Analog Input Zero
Purpose: To view or change the input zero value for a linear analog input determined
during calibration.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR LNZ(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE LNZ(I)= X , where I is analog input number, X is input zero
value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXX.X
This value defaults to zero percent.
PRINT request: PR LNZ(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^0.0
LET request: LE LNZ(1)= 2.2
LET response: #

LP — Loop Screen Titles
Purpose: To view or change the titles of Loop Display screens.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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STAG format: STAG LP(S), where S is a loop screen number.
CTAG format: CTAG LP(S)= X , where S is loop screen number, X is screen
title.
Field length: 8
Default screen titles include LOOP___1 through LOOP___8.
STAG request: STAG LP(1)
STAG response: LOOP___1
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CTAG request: CTAG LP(1)= LP1^^^^^
CTAG response: #

LPC — Limited Passcode
Purpose: To view or change the passcode required to change the security access level to
“LIMITED” status.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR LPC
LET format: LE LPC= X , where X is passcode.
Field length: 8
Value: XX-XX-XX
The LIMITED passcode permits access to all system Operation functions.
PRINT request: PR LPC
PRINT response: 03-02-01
LET request: LE LPC= 05-03-01
LET response: #

LS — Loop Status
Purpose: To set a control loop’s mode of operation (auto or manual).
Use:

Remarks:

PRINT format: PR LS(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE LS(L)= M or A
Field length: 8
Value: Manual or Auto
In the LET message above:

A = Control loop is in the automatic mode.
M = Control loop is in the manual mode.

In the manual mode, the operator may adjust the output.
No control action occurs in the manual mode.
In the auto mode, the output is determined automatically by the PID feature.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR LS(1)
PRINT response: Auto^^^^
LET request: LE LS(1)= M
LET response: #

MC1 — Macro Name #1
Purpose: To view or change the tag name for Macro Key 1 displayed on the Operator
Interface display.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

STAG format: STAG MC1
CTAG format: CTAG MC1= X , where X is tag name.
Field length: 8
Default tag name is [START].
STAG request: STAG MC1
STAG response: [START]^
CTAG request: CTAG MC1= ON^^^^^^
CTAG response: #

MC2 — Macro Name #2
Purpose: To view or change the tag name for Macro Key 2 displayed on the Operator
Interface display.
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Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

STAG format: STAG MC2
CTAG format: CTAG MC2= X , where X is tag name.
Field length: 8
Default tag name is [STOP].
STAG request: STAG MC2
STAG response: [STOP]^^
CTAG request: CTAG MC2= OFF^^^^^
CTAG response: #

MI — Memory Image
Purpose: Allows uploading and downloading of battery-backed memory (including
patching and parameters).
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR MI(C,B), where C is CPU number, B is Block number.
LET format: LE MI(C,B)=
where the information inside quotation marks varies according to the block
being changed.
Field length: Block 0 = 3, all other blocks = 128
Memory image is useful in network mode only when downloading or uploading information.
Block 0 contains the number of blocks for the complete memory image (e.g.,
64). All other blocks contain different information depending on which block is
viewed. C is always 1.
PRINT request: PR MI(1,0)
PRINT response: 64
LET request: LE MI(1,1)= 000AFC76ED...
LET response: #

(128 characters)

MR — Manual Reset
Purpose: To monitor or change the manual reset (bias) value.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR MR(L), where L is Loop.
LET format: LE MR(L)= + XX.X
Field length: 8
Value: + XX.X (–100.00 to 100.00)
Manual reset adds a fixed bias onto the control calculation when a control loop
is in automatic mode.
PRINT request: PR MR(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^0.00
LET request: LE MR(1)= 2.00
LET response: #

NA2 — RS-232 Network Address
Purpose: To view or change the network address of the controller for RS-232 communications in network mode.
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Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR NA2
LET format: LE NA2= X , where X is network address number.
Field length: 2
Value: Network address 1 through 99.
This address (1–99) must match on both the host computer and the controller.
PRINT request: PR NA2
PRINT response: 01
LET request: LE NA2= 23
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

NA4 — RS-422 Network Address
Purpose: To view or change the network address of the controller for RS-422 communications in network mode.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR NA4
LET format: LE NA4= X , where X is network address number.
Field length: 8
Value: Network address 1 through 99.
This address (1–99) must match on both the host computer and the controller.
PRINT request: PR NA4
PRINT response: ^^^^^^22
LET request: LE NA4= 23
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

NAI — Number of Analog Inputs
Purpose: To view the number of analog inputs used by the controller.
Use:
Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR NAI
Field length: 2
Dimension II accommodates up to six analog inputs per card, with a maximum
of three cards per controller.
PRINT request: PR NAI
PRINT response: 04

NAO — Number of Analog Outputs
Purpose: To view the number of analog outputs used by the controller.
Use:
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Field length: 2
Value: See remarks.
Remarks:
Examples:

Dimension II accommodates up to four analog outputs per card, with a maximum of three cards per controller.
PRINT request: PR NAO
PRINT response: 04

NCI — Number of Contact Inputs
Purpose: To view the number of contact inputs used by the controller.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR NCI
Field length: 2
Value: See remarks.
Dimension II can have both local and remote contacts. This variable returns the
total number of them configured as contact inputs.
PRINT request: PR NCI
PRINT response: 08

NCO — Number of Contact Outputs
Purpose: To view the number of contact outputs used by the controller.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR NCO
Field length: 2
Value: See remarks.
Dimension II can have both local and remote contacts. This variable returns the
total number of them configured as contact outputs.
PRINT request: PR NCO
PRINT response: 04

NL — Number of Loops
Purpose: To monitor the number of loops in a controller.
Use:
Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR NL
Field length: 2
Dimension II units have 1-8 PID control loops.
PRINT request: PR NL
PRINT response: 02

NM2 — RS-232 Network/Terminal Mode
Purpose: To view or change the protocol (network/terminal) mode used for RS-232
communications.
Use:
Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR NM2
LET format: LE NM2= X , where X is mode.
Field length: 8
Terminal mode = Terminal
Network mode = Network
PRINT request: PR NM2
PRINT response: Terminal
LET request: LE NM2= Network^
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LET response: #
Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

NM4 — RS-422 Network/Terminal Mode
Purpose: To view or change the protocol (network/terminal) mode used for RS-422
communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR NM4
LET format: LE NM4= X , where X is mode.
Field length: 8
Terminal mode = Terminal
Network mode = Network
PRINT request: PR NM4
PRINT response: Terminal
LET request: LE NM4= Network^
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

NP — Number of Programmers
Purpose: To monitor the number of programmers in a controller.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR NP
Field length: 2
Value: XX
Dimension II units have 1 to 8 programmers.
PRINT request: PR NP
PRINT response: 04

NS — Number of Segments
Purpose: To monitor the number of segments in a controller.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR NS(P), where P is programmer.
Field length: 3
Value: XXX
Dimension II controllers have a single table of 256 segments which are shared
by all programmers. This parameter returns the same number no matter what
P is. This returns 750 if the Extended Segments Option is present.
PRINT request: PR NS(1)
PRINT response: 256

OA — Output Action
Purpose: To view or change the output action of a loop output for auto tuning.
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Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR OA(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE OA(L)= X , where X is output action type.
Field length: 8
Value: Reverse, Direct
Output action types = Reverse, Direct
PRINT request: PR OA(1)
PRINT response: Direct^^
LET request: LE OA(1)= Reverse
LET response: #

OC — Output Change
Purpose: Used for auto tuning. To view or change an analog output value.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR OC(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE OC(L)="X", where L is loop number and X is output change.
Field length: 8
Value: 0.0 to 100.0 percent
To change an output value, type the percentage by which you wish to increase
(bump) the output. The example below reflects an output increase from 5 to 15
percent.
PRINT request: PR OC(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^5.00
LET request: LE OC(1)= 10
LET response: #

OLS — Analog Output Linear Span
Purpose: To view or change the span for a linear analog output determined during
calibration.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR OLS(O), where O is output number.
LET format: LE OLS(O)= X , where O is loop number, X is span value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXX.XXX (0.0 to 100.0 percent)
This number defaults to 100 percent.
PRINT request: PR OLS(1)
PRINT response: ^100.000
LET request: LE OLS(1)= 99.500
LET response: #

OLZ — Analog Output Linear Zero
Purpose: To view or change the zero value for a linear analog output determined during
calibration.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR OLZ(O), where O is output number.
LET format: LE OLZ(O)= X , where O is output number, X is zero value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXX.XXX
This number defaults to zero percent.
PRINT request: PR OLZ(1)
PRINT response: ^^^0.000
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LET request: LE OLZ(1)= 1.400
LET response: #

OT — Output
Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

To view or change the output of a loop.
PRINT format: PR OT(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE OT(L)= X , where X is output value.
Field length: 8
Value: –100.0 to 100.0 percent
Range is from –100 to +100 percent, where –100 is full reverse out and +100 is
full direct out. In this way, the output of specific loops can be changed.
PRINT request: PR OT(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^100
LET request: LE OT(1)= -100
LET response: #

OV — Overview Screen Titles
Purpose: To view or change the titles of Overview Display screens.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

STAG format: STAG OV(S), where S is overview screen number.
CTAG format: CTAG OV(S)= X , where S is overview screen number, X is
screen title.
Field length: 8
Value: See remarks.
Default screen titles include OVIEW__1 through OVIEW__8.
STAG request: STAG OV(1)
STAG response: OVIEW__1
CTAG request: CTAG OV(1)= OVW1^^^^
CTAG response: #

P1 — Programmer Profile 1 Values
Purpose: To view or change the first profile value (loop setpoint) for a given
programmer.
Use:

Remarks:

PRINT format: PR P1(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE P1(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is the first
setpoint value for programmer P.
Field length: 8
Value: Any valid setpoint, depends on range in use.
This parameter is the setpoint loop 1 will have if loop 1 is configured to take
its setpoint from the selected programmer. A LET command for P1(P) will be
overridden if programmer P is in the “Run” mode.
See the description of the SPS (Setpoint Source) parameter for more information on configuring a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR P1(1)
PRINT response: ^^^98.60
LET request: LE P1(3)="100.7"
LET response: #

P2 — Programmer Profile 2 Values
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Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:

To view or change the second profile value (loop setpoint) for a given
programmer.
PRINT format: PR P2(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE P2(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is the
second setpoint value for programmer P.
Field length: 8
Value: Any valid setpoint, depends on range in use.
This parameter is the setpoint loop 2 will have if loop 2 is configured to take
its setpoint from the selected programmer. A LET command for P2(P) will be
overridden if programmer P is in the “Run” mode.
See the description of the SPS (Setpoint Source) parameter for more information on configuring a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR P2(1)
PRINT response: ^^^98.60
LET request: LE P2(3)="100.7"
LET response: #

P3 — Programmer Profile 3 Values
Purpose: To view or change the third profile value (loop setpoint) for a given
programmer.
Use:

PRINT format: PR P3(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE P3(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is the third
setpoint value for programmer P.
Field length: 8
Value: Any valid setpoint, depends on range in use.

Remarks:

This parameter is the setpoint loop 3 will have if loop 3 is configured to take
its setpoint from the selected programmer. A LET command for P3(P) will be
overridden if programmer P is in the “Run” mode.
See the description of the SPS (Setpoint Source) parameter for more information on configuring a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR P3(1)
PRINT response: ^^^98.60
LET request: LE P3(3)="100.7"
LET response: #

P4 — Programmer Profile 4 Values
Purpose: To view or change the fourth profile value (loop setpoint) for a given
programmer.
Use:

Remarks:

PRINT format: PR P4(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE P4(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is the
fourth setpoint value for programmer P.
Field length: 8
Value: Any valid setpoint, depends on range in use.
This parameter is the setpoint loop 4 will have if loop 4 is configured to take
its setpoint from the selected programmer. A LET command for P4(P) will be
overridden if programmer P is in the “Run” mode.
See the description of the SPS (Setpoint Source) parameter for more informa-
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tion on configuring a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer.
Examples:

PRINT request: PR P4(1)
PRINT response: ^^^98.60
LET request: LE P4(3)="100.7"
LET response: #

P5 — Programmer Profile 5 Values
Purpose: To view or change the fifth profile value (loop setpoint) for a given
programmer.
Use:

PRINT format: PR P5(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE P5(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is the fifth
setpoint value for programmer P.
Field length: 8
Value: Any valid setpoint, depends on range in use.

Remarks:

This parameter is the setpoint loop 5 will have if loop 5 is configured to take
its setpoint from the selected programmer. A LET command for P5(P) will be
overridden if programmer P is in the “Run” mode.
See the description of the SPS (Setpoint Source) parameter for more information on configuring a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR P5(1)
PRINT response: ^^^98.60
LET request: LE P5(3)="100.7"
LET response: #

P6 — Programmer Profile 6 Values
Purpose: To view or change the sixth profile value (loop setpoint) for a given
programmer.
Use:

PRINT format: PR P6(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE P6(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is the sixth
setpoint value for programmer P.
Field length: 8
Value: Any valid setpoint, depends on range in use.

Remarks:

This parameter is the setpoint loop 6 will have if loop 6 is configured to take
its setpoint from the selected programmer. A LET command for P6(P) will be
overridden if programmer P is in the “Run” mode.
See the description of the SPS (Setpoint Source) parameter for more information on configuring a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR P6(1)
PRINT response: ^^^98.60
LET request: LE P6(3)="100.7"
LET response: #

P7 — Programmer Profile 7 Values
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Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:

To view or change the seventh profile value (loop setpoint) for a given
programmer.
PRINT format: PR P7(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE P7(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is the
seventh setpoint value for programmer P.
Field length: 8
Value: Any valid setpoint, depends on range in use.
This parameter is the setpoint loop 7 will have if loop 7 is configured to take
its setpoint from the selected programmer. A LET command for P7(P) will be
overridden if programmer P is in the “Run” mode.
See the description of the SPS (Setpoint Source) parameter for more information on configuring a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR P7(1)
PRINT response: ^^^98.60
LET request: LE P7(3)="100.7"
LET response: #

P8 — Programmer Profile 8 Values
Purpose: To view or change the eighth profile value (loop setpoint) for a given
programmer.
Use:

Remarks:

PRINT format: PR P8(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE P8(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is the
eighth setpoint value for programmer P.
Field length: 8
Value: Any valid setpoint, depends on range in use.
This parameter is the setpoint loop 8 will have if loop 8 is configured to take
its setpoint from the selected programmer. A LET command for P8(P) will be
overridden if programmer P is in the “Run” mode.
See the description of the SPS (Setpoint Source) parameter for more information on configuring a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR P8(1)
PRINT response: ^^^98.60
LET request: LE P8(3)="100.7"
LET response: #

PDD — Power Down Date
Purpose: To view the date on which the controller was last powered down.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR PDD
Field length: 8
Value: MM/DD/YY
Displayed in standard month/day/year format.
PRINT request: PR PDD
PRINT response: 08/15/90

PDT — Power Down Time
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Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

To view the time at which the controller was last powered down.
PRINT format: PR PDT
Field length: 8
Value: HH:MM:SS
Displayed in standard hours/minutes/seconds 24-hour time format.
PRINT request: PR PDT
PRINT response: 04:19:22

PG — Programmer Screen Titles
Purpose: To view or change the titles of Programmer Display screens.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

STAG format: STAG PG(S), where S is programmer screen number.
CTAG format: CTAG PG(S)= X , where S is programmer screen
number, X is screen title.
Field length: 8
Default screen titles include PROGRUN1 through PROGRUN8
PROGRUN8.
STAG request: STAG PG(1)
STAG response: PROGRUN1
CTAG request: CTAG PG(1)= PGM1^^^^
CTAG response: #

PID — PID Group
Purpose: To display or change the PID parameters for a specific loop and specific group
number.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR PID(L,G), where L is loop, G is group.
LET format: LE PID(L,G)"X,Y,Z", where L is loop, G is group, and X, Y, and Z
are gain, reset and rate respectively.
Field length: 26
Each control loop has five different groups of PID parameters (1–5).
If a loop has dual PID Type (PT), Group 1 is always the reverse-acting PID
parameters and Group 2 is always the direct-acting PID parameters. If a loop
has single PID Type, then Group 1 is used no matter whether reverse or direct
acting. If the PID Type is programmed, then all 5 groups may be used, depending on the current programmer segment.
PRINT request: PR PID(1,1)
PRINT response: ^^^^1.00,^^^^0.00,^^^^0.00
LET request: LE PID(1,2)= 3.5,2.5,.5
LET response: #

PS — Programmer Mode Status
Purpose: To monitor or change the programmer’s mode of operation. This system
variable can start or hold a programmer.
Use:

Remarks:
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PRINT format: PR PS(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE PS(P)="X", where P is programmer number and X is R, S, or
H.
Field length: 8
The programmer mode system variable has two different formats: one for dis-
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playing (PRINT commands) and one for changing the status (LET commands).
Status display (PRINT commands):
Run^^^^^ = Run mode.
Hold^^^^
= Hold mode.
PG_END^^ = Programmer in hold after completing a program run.
Programmer status change format (LET command):
R = PrgMode placed into run mode at current segment.
H = PrgMode placed into hold mode.
S = Starts a programmer run starting at segment in PS4 (operator start
segment)
Dimension II considers a start command from the network (using PS) as an
Operator start. In order to start a programmer using the PS variable, the
programmer must be configured for Operator start. The CONF_PRG screen for
programmer X should have the OPStart field set to “OPStrt0X”.
Examples:

PRINT request: PR PS(1)
PRINT response: Run^^^^^
LET request: LE PS(1)= S
LET response: #

PS1 — Programmer Start Segment 1 (Remote Start)
Purpose: This parameter is the same as RSS. See RSS.
PS2 — Programmer Start Segment 2
Purpose: Unused, reserved for future use.
PS3 — Programmer Start Segment 3 (Time-of-Day Start)
Purpose: To view or change the state of the Time-of-Day Start segment of the selected
programmer.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR PS3(P), where P is programmer.
LET format: LE PS3(P)= X , where P is programmer number, X a segment
number.
Field length: 8
Value: 0–255 (0–749 with Extended Segments Option)
This is the segment where the indicated programmer will start if started by the
Time-of-Day Start feature.
PRINT request: PR PS3(1)
PRINT response: ^^2
LET request: LE PS3(4)= 20
LET response: #

PS4 — Programmer Start Segment 4 (Operator Start)
Purpose: To view or change the Operator Start segment for a particular programmer.
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Use:

PRINT format: PR PS4(P), where P is programmer).
LET format: LE PS4(P)= X , where P is programmer number, X is a segment
number.
Field length: 8
Value: 0–255 (0–749 with Extended Segments Option)

Remarks:

This is the segment where the indicated programmer will start if started by the
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operator from the Dimension II operator interface or by use of the command

LE PS(P)="S".

Examples:

PRINT request: PR PS4(2)
PRINT response: ^^1
LET request: LE PS4(3)= 5
LET response: #

PT — PID Type
Purpose: To view or change the PID type for a control loop.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR PT(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE PT(L)= X , where X is S, D, P or A.
Field length: 1
PID type determines whether a control loop uses single PID (S), dual PID (D),
programmed PID (P), or Select Adaptive (A).
The PID system variable sets or views the values for each group, whereas the
PT system variable sets or views the type of PID control.
When programmed PID is selected, the programmer determines the PID group
to be used for each segment in the programmer.
PRINT request: PR PT(1)
PRINT response: S
LET request: LE PT(1)= D
LET response: #

PUD — Power Up Date
Purpose: To view the date on which the controller was last powered up.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR PUD
Field length: 8
Value: MM/DD/YY
Displayed in standard month/day/year format.
PRINT request: PR PUD
PRINT response: 08/16/90

PUT — Power Up Time
Purpose: To view the time at which the controller was last powered up.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR PUT
Field length: 8
Value: HH:MM:SS
Displayed in standard hours/minutes/seconds 24-hour time format.
PRINT request: PR PUT
PRINT response: 06:21:01
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PV — Process Variable
Purpose: To monitor the process variable of a control loop.
Use:
Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR PV(L), where L is loop.
Field length: 8
The format for the process variable value matches the range in use.
PRINT request: PR PV(1)
PRINT response: ^^^25.74

QS2 — RS-232 Xon/Xoff Mode
Purpose: To view or change the state of the Xon/Xoff mode for RS-232 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR QS2
LET format: LE QS2= x , where x is the state of the Xon/Xoff
communications mode.
Field length: 8
Value: Enable, Disable
Xon/Xoff enabled = Enable
Xon/Xoff disabled = Disable
PRINT request: PR QS2
PRINT response: Disable^
LET request: LE QS2= Enable^^
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and then powered
up again if serial communications parameters are changed.

QS4 — RS-422 Xon/Xoff Mode
Purpose: To view or change the state of the Xon/Xoff mode for RS-422 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR QS4
LET format: LE QS4= x , where x is the state of the XON/XOFF communications mode.
Field length: 8
Value: Enable, Disable
Xon/Xoff enabled = Enable
Xon/Xoff disabled = Disable
PRINT request: PR QS4
PRINT response: Disable^
LET request: LE QS4= Enable^^
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and then powered
up again if serial communications parameters are changed.
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RH — Reverse Output High Limit
Purpose: To monitor or change the reverse output high limit (RH). This feature allows
the user to set the maximum output percentage for reverse outputs.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR RH(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE RH(L)= XXX.X , where L is loop and X is the limit.
Field length: 8
Value: XXX.X (0.0 to 100.0%)
The reverse output high limit (RH) can never be less than the reverse output
low limit (RL).
PRINT request: PR RH(1)
PRINT response: ^^100.00
LET request: LE RH(1)= 50
LET response: #

RI — Recipe Image
Purpose: Permits uploading and downloading of recipe information.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR RI (C,B), where C is CPU number, B is block number.
LET format: LE RI(C,B)= x , where C is CPU number, B is block number, x is
the block of information being read or written.
Field length: Block 0 = 3, all other blocks = 128
Value: See remarks.
RI is useful in the network mode only, when information is being uploaded or
downloaded. This function creates a direct image of memory storing recipe
values only (profiles, segment time, recycles, segments, alarm groups, PID
groups). Block 0 contains the number of blocks for the complete recipe image.
The information in all other blocks depends on the block being viewed.
C is always 1.
PRINT request: PR QS(1,0)
PRINT response: 128
LET request: LE QS(1,1)= 000AFC76ED... (128 characters)
LET response: #

RL — Reverse Output Low Limit
Purpose: To monitor or change the reverse output low limit (RL). This feature allows the
user to set the minimum output percentage for reverse outputs.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR RL(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE RL(L)= XXX.X , where L is loop and X is the limit.
Field length: 8
Value: XXX.X (0.0 to 100.0%)
The reverse output low limit (RL) can never be greater than the reverse output
high limit (RH).
PRINT request: PR RL(1)
PRINT response: ^^^75.00
LET request: LE RL(1)= 25
LET response: #
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RO — Reverse Output (in percent)
Purpose: To monitor or change the reverse output for a control loop..
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR RO(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE RO(L)= XXX.X , where L is loop and X is the new reverse
output value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXX.X (0.0 to 100.00%)
The reverse output (RO)may be monitored (displayed) at any time.
Control outputs may be changed only when the controller is in manual mode.
PRINT request: PR RO(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^15.0
LET request: LE RO(1)= 20
LET response: #

RS — Reset
Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

To monitor or change the reset (integral) value currently in use for a control
loop.
PRINT format: PR RS(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LET RS(1)= X , where L is loop and X is the reset value.
Field length: 8
Value: XX.XX
This system variable prints or changes the actual reset value currently in use
for a control loop.
PRINT request: PR RS(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^1.00
LET request: LE RS(1)= 2.00
LET response: #

RSD — Response Speed
Purpose: To view or change the process speed (fast, medium, slow) for which you wish
to auto-tune parameters.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:
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PRINT format: PR RSD(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE RSD(L)= x , where L is loop number, x is response type.
Field length: 8
Value: Fast, Medium, Slow
Before auto-tuning a loop, select the response speed of the process you are
controlling. A process which responds quickly to a change in control output
will be tuned differently from a process which responds slowly.
PRINT request: PR RSD(1)
PRINT response: Fast^^^^
LET request: LE RSD(1)= Medium^^
LET response: #
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RSS — Remote Start Segment
Purpose: To change or view the remote start segment for a given programmer.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR RSS(P), where P is programmer.
LET format: LE RSS(P)= X , where P is programmer and X is a segment
number.
Field length: 8
Value: 0–255 (0–749 with Extended Segments Option)
Each programmer has one Remote Start Segment (RSS) number.
This is the segment where the programmer will start running if a remote start is
executed. Note that a programmer start done via the network with the PS
parameter is considered an Operator start, NOT a Remote start.
PRINT request: PR RSS(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^^3
LET request: LE RSS(1)= 2
LET response: #

RT — Rate
Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

To monitor or change the rate (derivative) value for a control loop.
PRINT format: PR RT(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE RT(L)= X , where L is loop number, X is the new rate value.
Value: XX.XX
This system variable prints or changes the actual rate value currently in use for
a control loop.
PRINT request: PR RT(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^1.50
LET request: LE RT(4)= 1.1
LET response: #

SA — Setpoint Adjust
Purpose: Displays or changes the biasing of a profile setpoint.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR SA(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE SA(L)= X , where L is loop number, X is bias value.
Field length: 8
This number is added to the profile setpoint of a loop when its setpoint source
is "Programr". The setpoint of the loop will be equal to its profile value in the
current segment plus the setpoint adjust. This allows a whole setpoint program
to be shifted up or down by a fixed constant amount.
PRINT request: PR SA(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^10.0
LET request: LE SA(1)= 1.5
LET response: #

SB2 — RS-232 Stop Bits
Purpose: To view or change the number of stop bits used during
RS-232 communications.
Use:
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PRINT format: PR SB2
LET format: LE SB2= X , where X is the number of stop bits.
Field length: 1
Value: 1 or 2
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Remarks:
Examples:

Set number of stop bits to 1 or 2. This must match your host computer's setting.
PRINT request: PR SB2
PRINT response: 2
LET request: LE SB2= 1
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

SB4 — RS-422 Stop Bits
Purpose: To view or change the number of stop bits used during RS-422 communications.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR SB4
LET format: LE SB4= X , where X is the number of stop bits.
Field length: 1
Value: 1 or 2
Set number of stop bits to 1 or 2. This must match your host computer's setting.
PRINT request: PR SB4
PRINT response: 2
LET request: LE SB4= 1
LET response: #

Note: Dimension II must be powered down and
then powered up again if serial communications
parameters are changed.

SC — Scale
Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

To view or change the scale value used with cascade control functions.
PRINT format: PR SC(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE SC(L)= x , where L is loop number, x is the scale value.
Field length: 8
Value: XXXXXX.X (0 to 32767)
Scale is used as follows: (percent output * ratio + setpoint * blend factor) / scale
factor. How this value is used is configurable by the user.
PRINT request: PR SC(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^^^6
LET request: LE SC(1)= 9
LET response: #

SG — Segment Data
Purpose: To view or change the values of a programmer segment.
Use:
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PRINT format: PR SG(P,S), where P is programmer, S is segment.
LET format: LE SG(P,S) =". . . .", where P is Programmer, S is segment,
and all segment values are listed between the quotes.
Field length: 105
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Remarks:

This variable views or changes an entire segment in the controller's segment
table. Valid segment numbers are 0–255 (0–749 with the Extended Segments
Option). The programmer number is irrelevant since all programmers use the
same segment table, but it must be specified in the command.
The format is as follows:
P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,HH:MM:SS,EEEEEEEEEEEE,CCC,NNN,A,P

where
P1-P8

HH:MM:SS
EEEEEEEEEEEE

CCC
NNN
A
P

= The 8 profile setpoints. There are always 8 even if the
controller has less than 8 loops. P1 corresponds to
loop1, P2 to loop2, and so on. With the LET command,
all 8 MUST be specified – use zeros for unused profiles.
= Segment time in Hours:Minutes:Seconds
= Events. All 12 MUST be specified – use 1–9, a,b, and c
for events which should be on and underscores "__" for
events which should be off.
= Recycles (0–255)
= Next segment
= Alarm group
= PID group

When using a LET command, ALL 14 parameters must be specified.
Examples:

PRINT request: PR SG(1,15)
PRINT response: (one continuous message):
^^^150.0,^^^200.0,^^^^45.0,^^^^^0.0,^^^^^0.0,^^^^^0.0,
^^^^^0.0,^^^^^0.0,00:05:00,__34_6____b_,000,016,1,1

LET request: (one continuous message):
LE SG(1,1)= 25,30,44.5,100,0,0,0,0,00:10:00,
1____6______,0,2,3,3
LET response: #

SMD — System Mode
Purpose: To view or change the mode in which the controller will restart after the next
power-down.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:
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PRINT format: PR SMD
LET format: LE SMD= x , where x is mode.
Field length: 8
Value: WarmStrt, ColdStrt
WarmStrt = All current settings saved.
ColdStrt = Calibration settings saved, all others reset to factory defaults. For
the LET command, W and C may be used.

PRINT request: PR SMD
PRINT response: ColdStrt
LET request: LE SMD= WarmStrt
LET response: #
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SP — Setpoint
Purpose:
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

To monitor or change the setpoint.
PRINT format: PR SP(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE SP(L)= + XXX. , where L is loop.
Field length: 8
Value: Depends on the range in use.
The format for the setpoint (SP) value matches the range in use.
The setpoint may be changed only when the setpoint source (SPS) is set to
Operator.
PRINT request: PR SP(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^54.0
LET request: LE SP(1)= 87
LET response: #

SPS — Setpoint Source
Purpose: To view or change the setpoint source for a loop.
Use:

Remarks:

PRINT format: PR SPS(L), where L is loop.
LET format: LE SPS(L)= X , where L is loop, X is O, R or P.
Field length: 8
Value: Operator, Remote, Programr
This parameter determines whether a control loop receives its setpoint from the
operator, a programmer, or a remote source. A calculated setpoint is considered remote.
To configure a loop to take its setpoint from a given programmer, the Setpoint
Source (SPS) must be set to Programr, and the loop’s Remote Setpoint Source
must be set to ProgramX where X is the programmer you would like to control
the loop. On the Dimension II operator interface, the Setpoint Source appears
as SptSrc0X in the window accessed by clicking on the LpMode0X field of the
main screen for loop X. The Remote Setpoint Source appears as RemSPsrc on
the CONF_LOP screen. There is no network parameter available to set the
Remote Setpoint Source.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR SPS(1)
PRINT response: Operator
LET request: LE SPS(1)= P
LET response: #

SR — Sampling Rate
Purpose: To view or change the sample rate of a loop input for tuning.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR SR(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE SR(L) = x , where L is loop number, x is sampling rate.
Field length: 8
Value: Range is 0 to 1000.
The number of input samples taken should be at least 200. The sampling rate is
in multiples of 200 milliseconds.
PRINT request: PR SR(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^202
LET request: LE SR(1)= 220
LET response: #
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SS — System Status
Purpose: To indicate whether control functions are running. Also, to download information to Memory Image (MI) or Configuration Image (CI).
Use:

Remarks:

PRINT format: PR SS
LET format: LE SS= X
Field length: 1
Value: R, I
System Status (SS) indicates the current status of the functions:
R indicates functions are running (functioning normally).
I indicates idle or off line. When downloading Memory Image (MI) or
Configuration Image (CI), change the SS status to I.

When the downloading process is finished, change the SS status back to R.
Examples:

PRINT request: PR SS
PRINT response: I
LET request: LE SS= R
LET response: #

SY — System Screen Title
Purpose: To view or change the title of the system (UNIT) screen.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

STAG format: STAG SY
CTAG format: CTAG SY= x , where x is screen title.
Field length: 8
Value: See remarks.
Default screen title is UNIT.
STAG request: STAG SY
STAG response: UNIT^^^^
CTAG request: CTAG SY= UNIT1^^^
CTAG response: #

TCY — Time-Proportioning Cycle Time
Purpose: To view or change the time-proportioning cycle time of a relay contact output
on an analog I/O card.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:
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PRINT format: PR TCY(C), where C is contact number.
LET format: LE TCY(C)= XXX , where C is contact number, XXX is number of
seconds.
Field length: 3
Value: XXX (1–255 seconds)
Default (dead start) cycle time is 0 seconds (output functions as non-timeproportioned contact output). Range is 1 to 255 seconds.
PRINT request: PR TCY(1)
PRINT response: 001
LET request: LE TCY(1)= 15
LET response: #
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TD — Time-of-Day (TOD)
Purpose: To monitor or set the time-of-day (TOD) clock.
Use: PRINT format: PR TD
LET format: LE TD= HH:MM:SS
Field length: 8
Value: HH:MM:SS
Remarks: HH = hour, MM = minutes, and SS = seconds.
The TOD clock displays military time and increments the date every 24 hours.
Examples: PRINT request: PR TD
PRINT response: 02:49:34
LET request: LE TD= 14:55:00
LET response: #
TDD — Tuning Complete
Purpose: To view the status of loop auto-tuning.
Use: PRINT format: PR TDD(L), where L is loop number.
Field length: 8
Value: Yes, No
Remarks: Yes = auto-tuning complete
No = auto-tuning not complete
Examples: PRINT request: PR TDD(1)
PRINT response: No^^^^^^
TDS — Time of Day Start
Purpose: To view or change the time for the clock-driven programmer time-of-day start.
Use: PRINT format: PR TDS(P), where P is programmer number.
LET format: LE TDS(P)= x , where P is programmer number, x is time of day.
Field length: 8
Value: HH:MM:SS
Remarks: Time is displayed or set in hours/minutes/seconds 24-hour format.
Examples: PRINT request: PR TDS(1)
PRINT response: 04:14:12
LET request: LE TDS(1)= 04:15:00
LET response: #
TEN — Tuning Error Number
Purpose: To view the number of an error that occurred during loop auto-tuning.
Use: PRINT format: PR TEN(L), where L is loop number.
Field length: 8
Remarks: 600 = Loop not in manual mode.
604 = PV not responding to output change.
605 = Process not moving fast enough; increase sample rate.
606 = Manual output changed during tuning process.
607 = System error.
608 = Buffer full.
609 = User abort.
Examples: PRINT request: PR TEN(1)
PRINT response: ^^^^^600
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TER — Tuning Error
Purpose: To view the yes/no error status of loop auto-tuning.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR TER(L), where L is loop number.
Field length: 8
Value: Error, or blank
Error = Error occurred during auto-tuning.
(Blank) = No errors during auto-tuning.
PRINT request: PR TER(1)
PRINT response: Error^^^

TL — Time Left in Segment (SEG time)
Purpose: To monitor the amount of time left in the current segment.
Use:

Remarks:
Examples:

PRINT format: PR TL(P), where P is programmer.
Field length: 8
Value: HH:MM:SS
This system variable monitors the amount of time left in the current segment
for a specific programmer.
PRINT request: PR TL(1)
PRINT response: 00:08:34

TLP — Time Left in Program
Purpose: To view the amount of time left in a program.
Use:

PRINT format: PR TLP(P), where P is programmer number.
Field length: 8
Value: HH:MM:SS or DD-HH:MM. A “–” between DD and HH instead of a “:”
indicates days field in effect.

Remarks:

Displays time in hours/minutes/seconds 24-hour time format or days-hoursminutes format if remaining time exceeds 24 hours.
If end of program can’t be found or if nested program recycles are present, will
display XX:XX:XX.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR TLP(1)
PRINT response: 00:09:13

TP — Time into Program
Purpose: To monitor the amount of time the current program has been running.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:
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PRINT format: PR TP(P), where P is programmer.
Field length: 8
Value: HH:MM:SS or DD-HH:MM
This variable displays how long a program has been running.
The DD-HH:MM format is used only when a program has been running longer
than one day.
PRINT request: PR TP(1)
PRINT response: 01:30:23
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TS — Tuning Status
Purpose: To view the status of, or initiate, or abort loop auto-tuning.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:

PRINT format: PR TS(L), where L is loop number.
LET format: LE TS(L)= x , where L is loop, x is status.
Field length: 8
Value: Start, Abort
If status is "Start", auto tuning is not in progress and a command of

LE TS(L)="S" will start it. If status is "Abort" auto tuning is in progress and
command of LE TS(L)="A" will abort it.

PRINT request: PR TS(1)
PRINT response: Start^^^
LET request: LE TS(1)= A
LET response: #

TYP — Analog Input Type
Purpose: To view or change the types of inputs used on an analog I/O card.
Use:

Remarks:

PRINT format: PR TYP(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE TYP(I)= x , where I is analog input number, x is input type.
Field length: 8
Value: See remarks.
Use the command PR ALL(I), where I is the input number to display a list of
all permissible input types.
Important: Input type changes also require wiring and
sensor changes.

Examples:

PRINT request: PR TYP(1)
PRINT response: Type..B.
LET request: LE TYP(1)= Type..G.
LET response: #

UT — Engineering Units Type
Purpose: To view or change the engineering unit type used with an analog input.
Use:

Remarks:

Examples:
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PRINT format: PR UT(I), where I is analog input number.
LET format: LE UT(I)= x , where I is analog input number, x is engineering
units.
Field length: 8
Value: Centigrd, Fahrenht, Linear
Centigrd = TC or RTD
Fahrenht = TC or RTD
Linear = Linear input
PRINT request: PR UT(1)
PRINT response: Centigrd
LET request: LE UT(1)= Fahrenht
LET response: #
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Example of System Variable Use
This section gives an example of getting something done using the system
variables via a Dimension II communications port. We explain the steps
necessary to set up programmer 1 to control loops 1 and 2 ( we’ll call them
Temperature and Humidity) through a three segment recipe which ramps up,
soaks for a while, then ramps back down. We assume a few things here to
make the example simpler:
A.

The Network communications mode is used, but we will leave out the
mechanics of the protocol (STX, address, ETX, checksum). The commands
shown will work via either the RS-232 or RS-422 ports.

B.

Correct tuning parameters have already been set for loops 1 and 2. If you
wish to set tuning parameters over the network, see the description of the
PID Group parameter.

C.

Loops 1 and 2 are configured to take their setpoints from programmer 1.
Each loop should have its Setpoint Source (SptSrc) set to Programr and
its Remote Setpoint Source (RemSPsrc) set to Program1. For help in
configuring them as such, see Section 3 under “Loop Control” and Section
4 under “Control Loop Configuration”. The description of the SPS
parameter in this appendix is also helpful.

D.

Programmer 1 is configured to be started by the operator. Dimension II
considers a start command from the network (using the PS system variable) as an Operator start. The CONF_PRG screen for programmer 1
should have the OPStart field set to OPStrt01. For help on this, see
“Setpoint Programmer Configuration” in Section 4.

Starting a setpoint program requires several steps via the network, just as it
does via the Dimension II operator interface:

Step 1: Place the programmer in Hold.
LE PS(1)= H

The programmer really should be in Hold or at PG_END before you start
another recipe program, but this sets programmer 1 status to Hold if it happens
to be in Run. If it is at PG_END it will remain at PG_END. If it is in Run, it
will stop and hold its present setpoints. This should ensure that the following
commands will be accepted.

Step 2: Create a Recipe in the Segment
Table.
LE
LE
LE

SG(1,1)=
SG(1,2)=
SG(1,3)=

90,80,0,0,0,0,0,0,01:30:00,____________,0,2,1,1
90,80,0,0,0,0,0,0,04:00:00,____________,0,3,1,1
25,50,0,0,0,0,0,0,01:15:00,____________,0,3,1,1

This program will increase the temperature to 90 degrees and humidity to 80%
over one hour thirty minutes, hold these settings for four hours, then ramp
back down to 25 degrees and 50% humidity in one hour fifteen minutes. It sets
no event outputs and it uses Alarm Group 1 and PID Group 1 for the entire
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program.

Step 3: Set the Operator Start Segment
for the programmer.
LE PS4(1)= 1

(Set the Operator Start Segment for programmer 1
to segment 1)

Step 4: Set modes of programmed loops to
Auto.
LE LS(1)= A
LE LS(2)= A

(Set Loop Status for loop 1 to Auto)
(Set Loop Status for loop 2 to Auto)

Step 5: Issue the Start Programmer command.
LE PS(1)= S

(Start programmer 1 at segment in PS4(1))

Once this last command is given, programmer 1 will start running segment 1
and controlling the setpoints of loops 1 and 2. While the programmer is running, it may be held and resumed with the following commands:
LE PS(1)= H
LE PS(1)= R

(Hold programmer 1 at current segment)
(Run programmer 1 at current segment)

Error Messages
If the host computer makes an illegal request message to Dimension II, or if a
syntax error occurs, Dimension II will return an error message to the host computer. All error messages use the same six-byte format: an E followed by a
space, followed by a four-digit error identification number. Each type of error
condition has a separate error identification number. For example, E 0403 is
theB–5.
errorDimension
identification
number for anError
illegal
system variable. Table B–5 lists all
Table
II Communication
Messages
Error Message
E 0215
E 0242
E 0244
E 0245
E 0401
E 0402
E 0403
E 0404
E 0405
E 0406
E 0407
E 0408
E 0409
TA088002-001

Error Condition
Illegal pathname
Write protect (read only)
Read error
Write error
Bad assignment parameter
Bad string variable
Illegal system variable
Illegal assignment
Bad pathname
Incomplete path list
Read only parameter
Buffer overflow
Illegal tagname assignment
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error identification numbers and the error condition to which they call attention.

RS-422/RS-423 Communications Watchdog
A communications watchdog is applicable for RS-422 and RS-423 communications. The communications watchdog ensures that a CPU failure within a
controller does not disable an entire communications network. Dimension’s
processor updates a watchdog timer every 20 milliseconds. If the timer is not
updated after 40 milliseconds, the watchdog is activated. When the communications watchdog is activated, the port 1 XMIT terminals are switched to high
impedance, i.e., the XMIT terminals are electrically removed from the network.
Notes
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Notes
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Glossary

A
Acknowledge
A response that cancels or modifies an alarm display or alarm output. Also,
the effect of acknowledging a process alarm is determined by the alarm’s
output response configuration (latching or not latching). (See also ALARM,
LATCHING, and MANUAL ACKNOWLEDGE.)

Adjoining Band
One of three types of bi-modal band relationships. For adjoining band, only
one type of output action (reverse or direct) can be active at a time. The reverse and direct outputs “adjoin” at the 0% output level (both outputs are at
0%); no dead band exists when changing from one output type to the other
during either manual or automatic control. For the Dimension II, adjoining
band is selected by entering a value of “0” (zero) for the controller BAND
parameter. (See also BI-MODAL, BAND, DEAD BAND, and OVERLAPPING
BAND.)

Alarm
A feature that provides a display and/or signal if a specified condition occurs.
Dimension II has the capability of providing high/high-high/low/low-low
deviation, high/high-high/low/low-low process variable, watchdog timer, and
device diagnostic alarms.

Ambient
Ambient refers to the conditions of the surrounding medium (e.g., pressure,
noise, temperature, etc.).

Ambient Temperature
The temperature around an object, neglecting small localized variations.

Asynchronous Communications
A method of transmitting data in which communications timing is synchronized on a character-by-character basis. Each transmitted character is preceded
by a start bit and followed by a stop bit, thus permitting the interval between
characters to vary.

Automatic Control
Automatic control operates on a “closed loop” basis, i.e., a measured process
variable is compared to the setpoint to produce a control signal. This control
signal adjusts the final control element to minimize deviation from setpoint.
E-2
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B
Band
A Dimension controller parameter that determines the relationship between the
reverse and direct outputs for bi-modal control configuration. The Dimension
offers three types of bi-modal band relationships: adjoining band, overlapping
band, and dead band. (See also ADJOINING BAND, OVERLAPPING BAND,
DEAD BAND, and BI-MODAL.)

Baud Rate
Rate at which bits are transmitted per second. Synonymous with BPS, or bits
per second.

Bi-Modal Band
A parameter that determines the relationships between the reverse and direct
outputs for bi-modal control configurations. There are three types of bi-modal
band relationships: adjoining band, overlapping band, and dead band.
When dead band is selected, only one type of output action (reverse or direct)
can be active at a given time. However, dead band differs from adjoining band
in that the output does not change immediately between reverse and direct.
Instead, a “dead band” exists on the transition between reverse and direct
control, during which both outputs remain at the minimum output value. Use
of dead band ensures that transitions between reverse and direct output occur
smoothly during automatic control. Without dead band, the controller may
alternate between low levels of direct and reverse output, due to electrical noise
or minor variations in process deviation.
In some applications it may be and advantage to have an overlapping band,
where the reverse and direct outputs are both active for a specific level during
the transition between reverse and direct modes.

Bi-Modal Control
A control arrangement that provides two outputs for two final control elements; one output may be direct acting, and one output may be reverse acting.
(See also DIRECT ACTING CONTROL, REVERSE ACTING CONTROL, and
BAND.)

Bumpless Transfer
A feature that prevents step-changes in output when changing operating
modes; i.e., between MANUAL and AUTOMATIC.

Burnout
Synonymous with “Open Sensor.” In this manual, sensor burnout is always
referred to as “Open Sensor.” (See OPEN SENSOR.)
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C
Calibration
The process of measuring and correcting the operation of an instrument in
relation to a standard.

Cascade
An arrangement of control loops where the setpoint of a loop may be determined by the output or other parameters of another loop(s).

Cascade Control
Cascade control works similar to automatic control except the setpoint is
derived from the conditions of another loop(s). The operator cannot change the
setpoint in this mode.

Closed Loop
A process control signal path which forms a closed circuit, consisting of a
forward path, a feedback path, and a summing junction. The summing junction automatically adjusts the circuit operation so that the feedback signal is
equal to a setpoint. (See also AUTOMATIC CONTROL and FEEDBACK.)

Cold Junction
The point at which a thermocouple’s signal wires connect to an electrical
circuit. Because the cold junction connections are made with dissimilar metals
(e.g., thermocouple wires and brass screws), these connections provide an
output voltage proportional to their temperature, just as at the “heated” junction. The cold junction is frequently referred to as the “reference junction.”
Connecting a thermocouple’s signal wires to the Dimension IIs Rear Terminal
Assembly creates a cold junction. (See also COLD JUNCTION COMPENSATION and THERMOCOUPLE.)

Cold Junction Compensation
An automatic adjustment that compensates for the voltage generated at the cold
junction of a thermocouple. Due to this compensation, the adjusted signal
reflects only the temperature at the heated junction (the thermocouple itself).
(See also COLD JUNCTION and THERMOCOUPLE.)

Cold Start
One of two configurations for Dimension II power-up response. (See also
WARM START). If AC power is applied to a Dimension that is configured for
COLD START, all controller parameters and commands are set to standard
“default” values; i.e., controller in manual with 0% output.
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Configuration
The relative arrangement of elements in a circuit, device, or system. Also, the
act of establishing such an arrangement of elements. The act of configuration
typically consists of interconnecting elements, selecting (or enabling/disabling)
features, and entering parameters. Some of the Dimension II hardware and
software is configured to match the customer order prior to shipment from the
factory. Additional hardware and software configuration is performed by the
user during installation to match the specific requirements of the application.
(See also PARAMETER, CONFIGURATION PARAMETER, CONFIGURATION
ACCESS, HARDWARE, and SOFTWARE.)

Configuration Parameter
A user-entered setting that determines one of the basic operating characteristics
of the of the system or controller, e.g., output action (reverse, direct, or bimodal) and ranges.

Contact Input
A circuit that senses whether an input terminal is closed (connected to common) or open (not connected to common).

Control Signal
An output signal from a process controller that is used to control an element
(e.g., valve, heater, etc.) which controls the process.

Controller
See PROCESS CONTROLLER.

CTS
Abbreviation for Clear To Send. CTS is a handshaking signal used in the RS232 protocol to coordinate digital communications. (See also RS-232 and RTS.)

Cycle Time
The time period that a time-proportioned output divides into on-time and offtime; i.e., the time period during which there is a controller output for a percentage of the total time, and no controller output during the remaining time.
For example, a 30% output with a 10-second CYCLE TIME consists of three
seconds of on-time and seven seconds of off-time for successive 10-second
periods. (See also TIME PROPORTIONING.)

Cycles
A programmer function used to repeat a series of segments, a defined number
of times.
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D
Dead Band
One of three types of bi-modal output relationships. When DEAD BAND is
selected, only one type of output action (reverse or direct) can be active at a
given time. However, DEAD BAND differs from an ADJOINING BAND in
that the output does not change immediately between reverse and direct.
Instead, a “dead band” exists on the transition between reverse and direct
control, during which both outputs remain at the minimum output value. The
actuating signal to the output circuit must reach a specific level (which determines the size of the DEAD BAND) before either output can be activated.
For the Dimension II, a DEAD BAND exists only during automatic control.
Manual control with DEAD BAND is identical to manual control with ADJOINING BAND.
Use of DEAD BAND ensures that transitions between reverse and direct output
occur smoothly during automatic control; without DEAD BAND, the controller
may alternate between small levels of direct and reverse output, due to electrical noise or minor variations in process deviation. DEAD BAND is selected by
entering a positive value for the controller BAND parameter in the Dimension
II’s lower display. The larger the positive BAND value, the larger the size of
the DEAD BAND. (See also BI-MODAL, BAND, ADJOINING BAND, and
OVERLAPPING BAND.)

Derivative Control Action (Rate)
Control action in which the control signal is adjusted according to the rate of
change of the process variable. (See also RATE, GAIN, and RESET.)

Deviation
The difference between the setpoint and the actual value of the process variable. (See PROCESS VARIABLE and SETPOINT.)
– deviation = under temp.
+ deviation = over temp.

Direct Acting Control
An automatic control configuration in which the value of the control signal
increases as the process variable increases (assuming a fixed setpoint). Typically used to control cooling equipment. (See also REVERSE ACTING CONTROL and BI-MODAL CONTROL.)

Droop
The term “droop” is commonly used within the process control industry to
indicate OFFSET. OFFSET is a steady-state deviation from setpoint. Typically
found in heating control systems if reset action is not used. (See also OFFSET,
STEADY-STATE, DEVIATION, and SETPOINT.)
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E
Engineering Units
The actual units of measurement. Common engineering units are degrees
Fahrenheit, degrees Centigrade, pounds per square inch, minutes, etc.

Event
A programmer output that is either ON or OFF. During program RUN, each
programmer EVENT is set either ON or OFF at the beginning of each segment,
based on that EVENT’s programmer value (ON or OFF) for that segment.

F
Feedback
1.

A signal or connection used by a circuit, device, or system to monitor its
own output. A feedback signal is often used to identify and correct errors
automatically.

2.

Synonymous with the term “process variable.” (See also CLOSED LOOP
and AUTOMATIC CONTROL.)

Filter
A circuit, device or software algorithm that removes or reduces an undesired
component (e.g., noise) in a signal. The FILTER “averages” the process variable
input signal to minimize the effects of noise and short-term process variations.

Final Control Element
Provides the force to do the work of the control loop. A device that acts directly on a process to affect the process variable. Typical final control elements
are valves, electric power controllers (SCR thyristors), heating units, and cooling units. (See also PROCESS VARIABLE.)

Format
Format places the data structure on the Dimension II Memory Card and sets
the density of the data. The structure of the card is referred to as blocks of
data.

Full Access
One of three possible operating states for the Dimension II. In FULL ACCESS,
the user can change all controller parameters. (See also LIMITED ACCESS)
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G
Gain
Gain is a multiplication term expressing how the controller output varies with
respect to change in input error. In general, GAIN is defined as a relationship
between the input and output of a circuit:
GAIN = Output in percent
Input in percent
As one of the three “PID” parameters, GAIN determines the degree of proportional “P” control action. The output percent contribution from the gain term is
determined by:
Output % =

Deviation
X Gain
Input Range Span

(See also PID, RESET, RATE, and PROPORTIONAL BAND.)

H
Hardware
Physical equipment and devices: mechanical, magnetic, electrical, or electronic.
(See also SOFTWARE.)

Handshaking
The exchange of predetermined signals to coordinate digital communications
between two devices.

High Deviation
The Dimension II controller parameter sets the high process variable alarm
trigger level. The HI-DEV value determines the positive deviation level (deviation above setpoint) at or above which a high deviation process alarm is triggered. (See also ALARM, PROCESS MONITORING ALARM, LO-DEV LO-LO
DEV, HI-HI DEV, HI-PV, HI-HI PV, LO-PV, and LO-LO PV)

High Process Variable
The Dimension II controller parameter sets the high process variable alarm
trigger level. The HI-PV value determines the process variable level at or above
which a high process variable alarm is triggered. (See also ALARM, PROCESS
MONITORING ALARMS, LO-PV, LO-LO PV, HI-HI PV, HI-DEV, HI-HI DEV,
LO-DEV, and LO-LO DEV)
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I
Initialize (INI)
Initialize will prepare the Memory Card for files and create a directory on it. If
the disk was used in the past, the contents will be destroyed.

Integral Control Action
See RESET.

I/O
Abbreviation for Input/Output. Typically used to designate a circuit, device,
or connector that provides both input and output signals. (See also I/O
BOARD and ANALOG I/O.)

I/O Board
One of the main circuit boards inside the Dimension II. The I/O BOARD
contains the circuitry for the Dimension II’s analog inputs, analog outputs,
contact inputs, and contact outputs.

L
Latching Function
A function which determines the response of Dimension II when a process
alarm occurs. If the latching function is on (LATCHING), operator acknowledgment of an alarm condition controls the alarm response. If the latching
function is off (NOT LATCHING), the existence/absence of the alarm
condition(s) controls the alarm response. For more details on the LATCHING
FUNCTION see Section 4. (See also ALARMS.)

Limited Access
One of the possible states for the Dimension II. In Limited Access mode onluy
parameters on the operation side of the Dimension II Operator Interface may be
accessed (See also FULL ACCESS)

Linearization
The modification of a signal so that the signal level is directly proportional to
the variable it represents. Linearization is often applied to the signal from a
thermocouple or RTD, since these signals do not vary linearly with sensor
temperature across the sensor’s full operating range.
Linearization allows a process variable input signal to be directly compared to
a linear setpoint when identifying deviation from setpoint. (See also I/0
BOARD, THERMOCOUPLE, RTD, and LINEARIZATION TABLE.)

Low Deviation Alarm (LO-DEV)
The Dimension II controller parameter sets the low deviation alarm trigger
level. The LO-DEV value determines the negative deviation level (deviation
below setpoint) at or below which a low deviation alarm is triggered. (See also
ALARMS, PROCESS MONITORING ALARMS, HI-DEV, HI-PV, and LO-PV.)
KA075771-001
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Low Process Variable Alarm (LO-PV)
The Dimension II controller parameters sets the low process variable alarm
trigger level. The LO-PV value determines the process variable level at or
below which a low process variable alarm is triggered. (See also ALARMS,
PROCESS MONITORING ALARMS, HI-PV, HI-DEV, and LO-DEV.)

Loop
A process control signal path. Dimension II controller channels are often
referred to as loops (e.g. Loop 1 instead of channel 1). (See also CLOSED
LOOP and OPEN LOOP.)

M
Manual
Pertaining to a circuit, device, or system that is operated by a person; i.e. - by
hand. More specifically, one of two Dimension II controller modes, in which the
controller output (in percent) is set by the operator; i.e. open loop control. (See
also AUTOMATIC CONTROL and OPEN LOOP.)

Manual Control
MANUAL CONTROL operates on an “OPEN LOOP” basis; i.e., the control
signal is not adjusted automatically. During manual control, the control signal
can be adjusted by the operator by changing the OUTPUT PERCENT value.
(See also AUTOMATIC CONTROL, MANUAL, CONTROLLER, CONTROL
SIGNAL, and OPEN LOOP.)

Manual Reset
A type of reset action that is available for automatic process control. MANUAL
RESET adds a user-determined fixed percentage to the controller output.

Memory Card
The MEMORY CARD is a memory module that plugs into the memory card
port on the front panel of the Dimension II.The amount of data stored is dependent upon the card size (e.g. 16 K or 32 K) and the Dimension II model ordered
(e.g. 8705 or 8725)
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O
Open Loop
A process control signal path that forms an open circuit; i.e., feedback is not
used. In open loop Manual control the operator adjusts the final control element to send energy to the process for the result desired. The result is not
automatic and requires constant operator attention to correct for outside influences that tend to affect the process result. Examples of such conditions are
drafts, changes in the energy source supply of voltage, stream pressure, etc.
(See also CLOSED LOOP and MANUAL CONTROL.)

Open Sensor
A condition which indicates a defective process variable signal. Typically the
process variable sensor will “burnout” and create an circuit at the process
variable input terminals. The term “BURNOUT” is often used synonomously
with “OPEN SENSOR.” (See also BURNOUT, ALARMS, and OPEN SENSOR
ALARM.)

Open Sensor Alarm
One of eleven possible Dimension II process monitoring alarms. The OPEN
SENSOR ALARM indicates a defective process variable signal. The OPEN
SENSOR ALARM can detect open-circuit conditions for thermocouples, RTDs,
and millivolt input types. Note that the OPEN SENSOR ALARM does not
detect open-circuit conditions in milliamp inputs. (See also OPEN SENSOR,
THERMOCOUPLE, RTD, ALARMS, and PROCESS MONITORING ALARMS.)

Oscillation
Cycling of the process variable signal above and below the setpoint.

Output
A signal that is produced by a circuit or device for transfer to another circuit or
device. “OUTPUT” is also used’ to identify. the terminals that provide the
output signal.

Overlapping Band
One of three types of bi-modal band relationships in Dimension II. When
OVERLAPPING BAND is selected, both outputs (reverse and direct) can be
active at the same time. This “overlap” condition occurs at the transition
between reverse and direct output action, and is present for both manual and
automatic control.
Use of OVERLAPPING BAND minimizes any disturbance to the process during
transitions between direct and reverse control; one output is always actively in
control when the other output is being turned on or off.
OVERLAPPING Band is selected by entering a negative value for the controller
Band parameter on the Dimension II. The more negative the value, the larger
the size of the Overlapping Band. (See also Bi-Model, Band, Adjoining Band,
and Dead Band.)
KA075771-001
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P
Parameter
A variable that is assigned a specific value according to the requirements of a
particular situation or application. More specifically, the user-entered values
that configure the Dimension II and direct the operation of the controller(s)

Percent Output
A controller parameter which identifies the output level for a control signal as a
percent of the maximum possible output.

PID
An acronym for Proportional/Integral/Derivative. PID describes a process
controller design which includes proportional (GAIN) plus integral (RESET)
plus derivative (RATE) action to control a process. PID controllers (like the
Dimension II) are often called 3-mode controllers. (See also AUTOMATIC
CONTROL, GAIN, PROPORTIONAL BAND, RESET, and RATE.)

Port
In digital communications, that part of a device which receives data from and/
or transmits data to one or more external units. For the Dimension II, the term
“port” refers to the hardware for a communications interface. (See also PORT
1, PORT 2, INTERFACE, and COMMUNICATIONS.)

Power Controller
An electrical device whose output is adjusted by a control signal in order to
operate a final control element. The POWER CONTROLLER output is proportional to, but much larger than, the control signal. (See also PROCESS CONTROLLER, OUTPUT, and FINAL CONTROL ELEMENT.)

Power-Up Response
The initial action and operating state for a device when power is applied to it.
Two types of POWER-UP RESPONSE are available for the Dimension II:
COLD START and WARM START. (See also COLD START and WARM
START.)

Process Controller
A control device that automatically varies its output to maintain a process
variable at a setpoint. A PROCESS CONTROLLER monitors the process
variable through a sensor, such as a thermocouple or RTD. The Dimension II
contains a separate PROCESS CONTROLLER for each channel. The term
“process controller” is typically abbreviated to “controller.” (See also AUTOMATIC CONTROL, CLOSED LOOP, PROCESS VARIABLE, SETPOINT, THERMOCOUPLE, and RTD.)
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Process Monitoring Alarm
An alarm that monitors a process characteristic to identify malfunctions or to
check for specific conditions. The Dimension II has eleventypes of PROCESS
Monitoring ALARMS for each channel. Each process alarm acts by controlling
one or more user-assigned relay drive signals. (See also HI-PV, HI-HI PV, LOPV, LO-LO PV, HI-DEV, HI-HI DEV, LO-DEV, LO-LO DEV, and OPEN SENSOR ALARM)

Process Variable
A process quantity, property or condition that is measured. Common process
variables are temperature, pressure, and rate of flow, thickness and speed.

Profile
The Profile is a setpoint value that changes as a function of the programmer
time base (elapsed time).

Programmer
For the Dimension II, the PROGRAMMER is a feature that determines the
process SETPOINT and EVENT values during a specified period of time, based
on user-entered parameters.

Proportional Band (PB)
A measure of the amount of proportional control action provided by a process
controller. The PROPORTIONAL BAND value indicates the range of deviation
values within which a change of deviation causes a change in the controller
output. By definition, 100 percent PB is the situation where deviation is 100
percent and output is 100 percent. The PROPORTIONAL BAND limits are
reached when the controller output is either fully on or fully off:
PB =

INPUT in Percent
OUTPUT in percent

The GAIN parameter adjusts the PROPORTIONAL BAND to match the process
under control. Note that the GAIN value is equal to the inverse of the PROPORTIONAL BAND value.
GAIN = OUTPUT in Percent
INPUT in percent
With a wide PROPORTIONAL BAND (low GAIN), the controller output
changes gradually over a wide range of deviation values. With a narrow
PROPORTIONAL BAND (high GAIN), the controller output changes rapidly
over a narrow range of deviation values. (See also GAIN, PROPORTIONAL
CONTROL, AUTOMATIC CONTROL, PROCESS CONTROLLER, and PID.)
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Proportional Control
One of three types of automatic process control action. Proportional control
means that the output changes as the deviation (setpoint minus the process
variable) changes. Proportional control is only active over part of the process
variable range. The point at which it begins is determined by the gain setting.
This setting determines how fast the process will react to a given error signal.
(See also GAIN, PROPORTIONAL BAND, PID, RESET, RATE, and AUTOMATIC CONTROL.)

R
Range
The region of output or process variable movement between the minimum and
maximum values.

Rate (Derivative) (D)
One of three types of automatic process control action. RATE control action
adjusts the control signal according to the rate of change in the process variable. RATE action acts as a supplement to GAIN and RESET control; i.e., RATE
should not be used alone. RATE action is especially beneficial for a process
with slow response time, since RATE action “anticipates” changes in the process variable. However, RATE action also makes the process controller more
sensitive to noise and short-term Process variations. The degree of RATE
action is determined by the RATE setting, which is expressed in minutes of
duration; more minutes of duration indicates stronger RATE action. Note that
RATE is often called “Derivative” control action. (See also PID, GAIN, RESET,
and AUTOMATIC CONTROL.)

Relay
An electrical device that opens and closes a circuit according to the presence of
absence of an activating (drive) signal. Two basic types of relays are available:
electromechanical and solid state. An electromechanical relay uses mechanical
contacts to open and close the circuit. A solid state relay is a semiconductor
device (similar to a transistor) that either conducts or does not conduct. Note
that a small leakage current is present even when a solid state relay is OFF (not
conducting). (See also RELAY DRIVE SIGNAL, RELAY BOARD, and RELAY
CABLE.)

Reset (Integral) (I)
RESET control action eliminates offset (or “droop”) from setpoint. For example,
with GAIN (proportional) control only, a furnace temperature can stabilize at
an equilibrium value below the setpoint. At this offset value, the process
controller provides just enough heat input to balance the heat losses from the
furnace. Such offset can be prevented by adding RESET action to GAIN (proportional) control. The Dimension II provides both automatic RESET and
manual RESET. (See also AUTO RESET, MANUAL RESET, DROOP, OFFSET,
and GAIN.)
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Reset Windup
Excessive AUTO RESET action which can result from operation outside of the
proportional band during automatic control. All Research Inc. controllers have
an anti-reset windup feature.

Retransmit
An analog signal from a process controller that represents a process
characteristic. The Dimension II can provide three types of RETRANSMIT
signals. setpoint, process variable and deviation. (See also ANALOG OUTPUT, SETPOINT, PROCESS VARIABLE and DEVIATION.)

Reverse Acting Control
A control arrangement in which the process controller output increases if the
process variable drops below the setpoint. Typically used to control heating
equipment. (See Direct Acting Control and Bi-Modal Control.)

RS-232
Acronym which stands for Report Standard #232. This report was developed
by the EIA (Electronics Industry Association) and provides a hardware interface standard for digital communications. (See also RS-422 and RS-423.)

RS-422
Acronym which stands for Report Standard #422. This report was developed
by the EIA (Electronics Industry Association) and provides a hardware interface standard for digital communications. (See also RS-232 and RS-423.)

RTD
Acronym for Resistance Temperature Detector. An RTD is a sensor whose
resistance varies according to the RTD’s temperature. When an excitation
current is applied to an RTD, the voltage drop across the RTD indicates the
RTD temperature.

RTS
Abbreviation for Ready To Send. RTS is a handshaking signal used in the
RS232 protocol to coordinate digital communications. (See also RS-232, CTS,
and HANDSHAKING.)
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S
Setpoint
The desired value of the process variable.

Setpoint Programmer
A device that follows prescribed program for generating a setpoint signal. The
setpoint signal is inputted to a process controller to provide programmed
control of a process variable.

Shielded Line
Line or circuit that is shielded from external electric or magnetic induction. In
the Dimension II manual, “SHIELDED LINE” refers to a wire enclosed within a
conducting sheath. (See also COMMON MODE, GUARD, and SHIELDING
WIRE.)

Shielding Wire
The conducting sheath which surrounds a SHIELDED LINE. (See also
SHIELDED LINE.)

Signal Conditioner
A device which performs scaling and arithmetic functions. Some examples are
square root extractors, summers, multiplier/dividers, and scalers.

Software Revision Level
A series of numbers which identify the type of software stored in the Dimension II. The SOFTWARE REVISION LEVEL appears in the Dimension II’s
operator interface during power up or under the “diagnost” entry under the
Unit Configuration Icon on the Operator Interface. (See also COLD START.)

Span
The difference between the upper and lower range values of the process variable. Defined by the limits of the controller sensing devices (thermocouples,
RTD’s etc.). For example, a range of –100 to +900 degrees has a span of 1000
degrees.

Split Range Control
A type of bi-modal control except there is one analog output for both reverse
and direct acting control outputs. This analog output is split where 0–50% of
the analog output corresponds to the direct acting control output, and 50–100%
of the analog output corresponds to the reverse acting control output.
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Steady-State
A condition in which values remain essentially constant, occurring after all
initial transients or fluctuating conditions have settled down.

Synchronous Communications
A method of transmitting data in which communications timing is synchronized for an entire message by the transmission of initial synch characters. No
character stop or start bits are used in SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS.
(See also ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS and COMMUNICATIONS.)

T
Thermocouple
A temperature sensor that produces a millivoltage output signal. The thermocouple consists of two dissimilar metals joined at one end. The voltage across
the thermocouple junction (also known as the heated junction) is proportional
to the junction temperature. (See also COLD JUNCTION COLD JUNCTION
COMPENSATION.)

Time-Proportioned Output
An output that provides periodic on/off pulses, with the relative proportion of
on-time and off-time determined by an input signal. Time-proportioned outputs are often used to provide control signals to a process. The Dimension II
has two time-proportioned outputs located on the Rear Terminal Assembly.
(See also CYCLE TIME.)

Transient
A condition caused by a sudden change, and which persists for a relatively
short time after the change.

U
Unacknowledged Alarm
See MANUAL ACKNOWLEDGE.
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W
Warm Start
One of two configurations for Dimension II power-up response. If AC power is
applied to a Dimension unit that is configured for Warm Start, the Dimension
continues its previous operations; i.e., the Dimension restarts using the controller parameters and commands that were in memory at the time power was
removed. This means that Dimension maybe turned off and back on without
losing any of its existing commands or controller parameters. (See also Cold
Start.)

Watchdog Alarm
The alarm feature which continuously monitors the Dimension II microprocessor to determine if the processor is functioning normally. If a processor malfunction occurs, the WATCHDOG ALARM mechanical relay (located on the
rear terminal assembly) is triggered. This alarm cannot be monitored by the
Dimension II display because (by definition) the alarm indicates a malfunction
or loss of power in the Dimension II unit itself.

Write Protection
A feature or condition that prevents data from being entered into a memory
device. Typically, the WRITE PROTECTION feature can be turned on and off
by the user. WRITE PROTECTION is used as a safeguard when entering new
data can erase existing data. The Dimension II Memory Card includes a
WRITE PROTECTION feature that is activated by a switch on the card. (See
also Memory, Memory Card)
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